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Established in 1977, the history of Pan Taiwan also represents part of the 

dynamic industrial growth of Taiwan and China during this period of time.

We started as a trading company for hardware products, and Industrial Safety 

Equipment became major product line about 30 years ago. We were dedicated 

to Personal Protective Equipment at the beginning but now the business is 

extended to variety of protection fields to satisfy our customers with                

one-stop-shopping service.

Nowadays, Pan Taiwan has more than 700 customers around the world. We 

supply the products our customers need mostly from Taiwan and China, a small 

part from Malaysia. We have rich experiences in shipping consolidation, also in 

private branding/packaging. To meet the variety of customers' needs, we also 

have the competence to provide the customerized services based on samples, 

designs and ideas. Please do not hesitate to contact with us for more details!!

About Pan Taiwan

Pan Taiwan is certified ISO 9001 compliant by SGS since 1996.
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SE1126 IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, pliable nosebridge for added 
comfort, fits over personal spectacles.
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1127 ANTI-FOG IMPACT GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1126 but with anti-fog lens.

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE1125 IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight,
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles,
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance: Z87+

SE1110N CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE
Soft, flexible vinyl frame,nonvented,lightweight, tough 
polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. Ideal 
protection against flu, dust, chemical splash and impact.

SE1128 WIDE VISION GOGGLE
Indirect vents for optimum ventilation. Comfortable soft 
vinyl frame for comfort with tough polycarbonate lens for 
chemical splash and impact resistance.
Fits over personal spectacles. Ideal for protection against 
dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1120 IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1121 ANTI-FOG IMPACT GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1120 but with anti-fog lens.

Z87.1 EN166

SE1124 CHILDREN'S IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance: Z87.1

Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, pliable nosebridge for added 
comfort, fits over personal spectacles.
Ideal protection against chemical splash, dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1116 
CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE

Basic features the same as SE1116 but with anti-fog lens.

SE1117 
ANTI-FOG CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE

Cup type, 50mm round clear polycarbonate lens, black 
strong rigid ABS frame fits snugly around the eyes, 
adjustable chain bridge, impact resistance for chipping
and grinding.

SE1118 CHIPPERS GOGGLE

SE1112 
CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, pliable nosebridge for added 
comfort, fits over personal spectacles.
Ideal protection against chemical splash, dust and 
impact.

Compliance: EN166Z87.1

SE1113 
ANTI-FOG CHEMICAL SPLASH 
GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1112 but with anti-fog lens.

SE1110 
CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust, chemical splash and
impact.

Compliance: EN166Z87.1

SE1111 
ANTI-FOG CHEMICAL SPLASH 
GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1110 but with anti-fog 
lens.

Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust, chemical splash and impact.

Compliance:

SE1114
CHILDREN'S CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE

Z87.1

Z87.1 EN166

SE1110
SE1111

SE1116
SE1117

SE1120
SE1121 SE1126

SE1127

SE1112
SE1113

Safety Goggles
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SE1126 IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, pliable nosebridge for added 
comfort, fits over personal spectacles.
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1127 ANTI-FOG IMPACT GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1126 but with anti-fog lens.

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE1125 IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight,
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles,
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance: Z87+

SE1110N CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE
Soft, flexible vinyl frame,nonvented,lightweight, tough 
polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. Ideal 
protection against flu, dust, chemical splash and impact.

SE1128 WIDE VISION GOGGLE
Indirect vents for optimum ventilation. Comfortable soft 
vinyl frame for comfort with tough polycarbonate lens for 
chemical splash and impact resistance.
Fits over personal spectacles. Ideal for protection against 
dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1120 IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1121 ANTI-FOG IMPACT GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1120 but with anti-fog lens.

Z87.1 EN166

SE1124 CHILDREN'S IMPACT GOGGLE
Direct ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust and impact.

Compliance: Z87.1

Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, pliable nosebridge for added 
comfort, fits over personal spectacles.
Ideal protection against chemical splash, dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1116 
CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE

Basic features the same as SE1116 but with anti-fog lens.

SE1117 
ANTI-FOG CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE

Cup type, 50mm round clear polycarbonate lens, black 
strong rigid ABS frame fits snugly around the eyes, 
adjustable chain bridge, impact resistance for chipping
and grinding.

SE1118 CHIPPERS GOGGLE

SE1112 
CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, pliable nosebridge for added 
comfort, fits over personal spectacles.
Ideal protection against chemical splash, dust and 
impact.

Compliance: EN166Z87.1

SE1113 
ANTI-FOG CHEMICAL SPLASH 
GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1112 but with anti-fog lens.

SE1110 
CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust, chemical splash and
impact.

Compliance: EN166Z87.1

SE1111 
ANTI-FOG CHEMICAL SPLASH 
GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1110 but with anti-fog 
lens.

Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
tough polycarbonate lens, fits over personal spectacles. 
Ideal protection against dust, chemical splash and impact.

Compliance:

SE1114
CHILDREN'S CHEMICAL SPLASH GOGGLE

Z87.1

Z87.1 EN166

SE1110
SE1111

SE1116
SE1117

SE1120
SE1121 SE1126

SE1127

SE1112
SE1113
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SE1180 WELDING GOGGLE
Cup type, 50mm round shade No.5 polycarbonate lens.
Strong rigid plastic body fits snugly around the orbit of 
the eyes.
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN175

SE1160 WELDING SPECTACLE
50mm round polycarbonate green shade No.5 lens, 
snap-on design, quick and easy to install onto the peak 
of the helmet.

SE1150 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 50mm round 
polycarbonate green shade No.5 flip front lens, can switch 
from welding to chipping for easy inspection. 
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

SE1181 WELDING GOGGLE
Cup type, 50mm round shade No.5 polycarbonate lens.
Strong rigid plastic body fits snugly around the orbit of 
the eyes.
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

SE1151 WELDING GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1150 but with fixed front lens 
for continuous operations where inspection is not required.

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1 EN175

SE1152 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 50mm round 
polycarbonate green shade No.5 flip front lens, can switch 
from welding to chipping for easy inspection. 
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 2" x 4-1/4" 
polycarbonate green shade No. 5 flip front lens, can 
switch from welding to chipping for easy inspection. 
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

SE1142 WELDING GOGGLE

SE1130 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
polycarbonate green lens shade No.5, fits over personal 
spectacles.
Used for gas welding,cutting and brazing operations.

SE1140 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 2"X4-1/4" 
polycarbonate green shade No.5 flip front lens, can 
switch from welding to chipping for easy inspection.
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance: EN175Z87.1

SE1131 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
polycarbonate green lens shade No.5, fits over personal 
spectacles. 
Used for gas welding,cutting and brazing operations.

SE1132 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
polycarbonate green lens shade No.5, fits over personal 
spectacles. 
Used for gas welding,cutting and brazing operations.

Compliance:

Basic features the same as SE1140 but with fixed front 
lens for continuous operations where inspection is not 
required.

Compliance:

SE1141 WELDING GOGGLE

Z87.1

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1

Large indirect ventilation, reducing fogging and improving vision, 
soft vinyl frame, 2" x 4-1/4" fixed front polycarbonategreen 
shade No. 5 Lens for continuous operations where inspection 
is not required. Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

SE1143 WELDING GOGGLE

Z87.1 EN175

Welding Goggles

NEW
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SE1180 WELDING GOGGLE
Cup type, 50mm round shade No.5 polycarbonate lens.
Strong rigid plastic body fits snugly around the orbit of 
the eyes.
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN175

SE1160 WELDING SPECTACLE
50mm round polycarbonate green shade No.5 lens, 
snap-on design, quick and easy to install onto the peak 
of the helmet.

SE1150 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 50mm round 
polycarbonate green shade No.5 flip front lens, can switch 
from welding to chipping for easy inspection. 
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

SE1181 WELDING GOGGLE
Cup type, 50mm round shade No.5 polycarbonate lens.
Strong rigid plastic body fits snugly around the orbit of 
the eyes.
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

SE1151 WELDING GOGGLE
Basic features the same as SE1150 but with fixed front lens 
for continuous operations where inspection is not required.

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1 EN175

SE1152 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 50mm round 
polycarbonate green shade No.5 flip front lens, can switch 
from welding to chipping for easy inspection. 
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 2" x 4-1/4" 
polycarbonate green shade No. 5 flip front lens, can 
switch from welding to chipping for easy inspection. 
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

SE1142 WELDING GOGGLE

SE1130 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
polycarbonate green lens shade No.5, fits over personal 
spectacles.
Used for gas welding,cutting and brazing operations.

SE1140 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, 2"X4-1/4" 
polycarbonate green shade No.5 flip front lens, can 
switch from welding to chipping for easy inspection.
Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance: EN175Z87.1

SE1131 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
polycarbonate green lens shade No.5, fits over personal 
spectacles. 
Used for gas welding,cutting and brazing operations.

SE1132 WELDING GOGGLE
Indirect ventilation, soft, flexible vinyl frame, lightweight, 
polycarbonate green lens shade No.5, fits over personal 
spectacles. 
Used for gas welding,cutting and brazing operations.

Compliance:

Basic features the same as SE1140 but with fixed front 
lens for continuous operations where inspection is not 
required.

Compliance:

SE1141 WELDING GOGGLE

Z87.1

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1

Large indirect ventilation, reducing fogging and improving vision, 
soft vinyl frame, 2" x 4-1/4" fixed front polycarbonategreen 
shade No. 5 Lens for continuous operations where inspection 
is not required. Used for gas welding, brazing and cutting.

Compliance:

SE1143 WELDING GOGGLE

Z87.1 EN175
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SE2178 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, color frame and 
adjustable temple, offers a maximum worker comfort and
durability.Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2148 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2160 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Well-designed, lightweight, tough polycarbonate lens 
with wide range of vision, fits over personal spectacles.
General use, good for impact, UV protection and plant 
visitors.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2172 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Fashion, wide vision polycarbonate lens for impact and 
UV protection. Built-in sideshields; adjustable temple for 
maximum comfort and fit. 

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

Optional 
Function

Light weight, tough polycarbonate frame and temples, 
metal mesh shield, fits over personal spectacles.

SE2128 MESH SPECTACLE

Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2142 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLESE2105 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate wraparound lens, 
impact and scratch resistance,UV protection, 
offers a maximum worker comfort and durability. 

Compliance: EN166Z87.1

Lightweight, single polycarbonate wraparound lens, 
impact and scratch resistance, UV protection, adjustable
temples, offers a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Clear lens available.

Compliance:

SE2106 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1 EN166

All of our protective spectacles provide 
scratch resistance, UV protection and 
impact resistance. 
Meanwhile, they are all compliant to 
ANSI standard; some of them even 
acquire the CE certificate in connection 
with EN166 standard, which ensure the 
users to be prevented from injuries 
more perfectly. 
In addition, assorted colors of frame and 
lens are available which provide better 
protection to different working 
environment for functional uses. 
To provide clients more choices, we 
keep developing new styles with 
ergonomical design. 

SE21721 LED LIGHTS SPECTACLE
Rugged yet lightweight, with adjustable temples for 
maximum comfort. Side shields offer maximum 
protection and reduce injuries. Glass lens is anti-scrape 
treated. Protecting your eyes mostly.

Compliance: Z89.1

Safety Glasses
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SE2178 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, color frame and 
adjustable temple, offers a maximum worker comfort and
durability.Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2148 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2160 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Well-designed, lightweight, tough polycarbonate lens 
with wide range of vision, fits over personal spectacles.
General use, good for impact, UV protection and plant 
visitors.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2172 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Fashion, wide vision polycarbonate lens for impact and 
UV protection. Built-in sideshields; adjustable temple for 
maximum comfort and fit. 

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

Optional 
Function

Light weight, tough polycarbonate frame and temples, 
metal mesh shield, fits over personal spectacles.

SE2128 MESH SPECTACLE

Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2142 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLESE2105 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate wraparound lens, 
impact and scratch resistance,UV protection, 
offers a maximum worker comfort and durability. 

Compliance: EN166Z87.1

Lightweight, single polycarbonate wraparound lens, 
impact and scratch resistance, UV protection, adjustable
temples, offers a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Clear lens available.

Compliance:

SE2106 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1 EN166

All of our protective spectacles provide 
scratch resistance, UV protection and 
impact resistance. 
Meanwhile, they are all compliant to 
ANSI standard; some of them even 
acquire the CE certificate in connection 
with EN166 standard, which ensure the 
users to be prevented from injuries 
more perfectly. 
In addition, assorted colors of frame and 
lens are available which provide better 
protection to different working 
environment for functional uses. 
To provide clients more choices, we 
keep developing new styles with 
ergonomical design. 

SE21721 LED LIGHTS SPECTACLE
Rugged yet lightweight, with adjustable temples for 
maximum comfort. Side shields offer maximum 
protection and reduce injuries. Glass lens is anti-scrape 
treated. Protecting your eyes mostly.

Compliance: Z89.1

NEW
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SE2186 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, built-in sideshields adjustable temple, 
offers a maximum worker comfort and durability. 
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2190 SPECTACLE STRAP
Nylon strap fits any spectacles, keeps spectacles from 
slipping and falling off face, one size fits all.

SE2191 LENS CLEANING CLOTH
Excellent for cleaning eyewear, keep eyewear clean 
for on-the job safety and reduce eye strain.
Length:15cm, width:12cm.

SE2211 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2275 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, color frame and
adjustable temple, offers a maximum worker comfort and 
durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2281 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2265 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant
polycarbonate lenses provide impact and UV protection. 
Temple ends with soft pads for better fit and comfort.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2263 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant
polycarbonate lenses provide impact and UV protection, 
adjustable temples for better fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2258 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, and adjustable 
temple, offers a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: EN166Z87.1
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.Temple ends with 
soft pads for better fit and comfort.

Compliance:

SE2266 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE2193  SPECTACLE BAG
Washable microfiber bag works as a cleaning cloth 
to polish the lenses. Protect the spectacles from 
scratches or damages.

SE2192  SPECTACLE POUCH
Soft fabric with zipper and belt loop for convenient 
carrying, additional compartments for spare lenses. 
Lightweight, keep eyewear from dirt and scratching. 
Used for SE2384

Safety Glasses

NEW

NEW
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PAN TAIWAN
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SE2186 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, built-in sideshields adjustable temple, 
offers a maximum worker comfort and durability. 
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2190 SPECTACLE STRAP
Nylon strap fits any spectacles, keeps spectacles from 
slipping and falling off face, one size fits all.

SE2191 LENS CLEANING CLOTH
Excellent for cleaning eyewear, keep eyewear clean 
for on-the job safety and reduce eye strain.
Length:15cm, width:12cm.

SE2211 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2275 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, color frame and
adjustable temple, offers a maximum worker comfort and 
durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2281 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2265 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant
polycarbonate lenses provide impact and UV protection. 
Temple ends with soft pads for better fit and comfort.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2263 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant
polycarbonate lenses provide impact and UV protection, 
adjustable temples for better fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2258 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, and adjustable 
temple, offers a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: EN166Z87.1
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.Temple ends with 
soft pads for better fit and comfort.

Compliance:

SE2266 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE2193  SPECTACLE BAG
Washable microfiber bag works as a cleaning cloth 
to polish the lenses. Protect the spectacles from 
scratches or damages.

SE2192  SPECTACLE POUCH
Soft fabric with zipper and belt loop for convenient 
carrying, additional compartments for spare lenses. 
Lightweight, keep eyewear from dirt and scratching. 
Used for SE2384
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PAN TAIWAN
ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

SE2306 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, offers 
a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2308 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles. 

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2304 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate
lenses provide impact and UV protection. Adjustable 
length temples and lens angle for a customized fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2288 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2301 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2302 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles. 

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style, polycarbonate lens with integral 
sideshields and wider temples provide more protection 
against impact.

Compliance:

SE2318 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum protection, 
rubber tipped temples keep spectacle securely in place.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2319 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2313 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Dual color Nylon frame, wraparound lens with a wide 
field of vision and maximum protection.
Adjustable length temples and lens angle for a 
customized fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2311 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant,
offer a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2309 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
offer a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Stylishly wrap around eyes for superior impact
protection and unobstructed view.

Compliance:

SE2315 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Z87.1

Safety Glasses
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SE2306 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, offers 
a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2308 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles. 

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2304 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate
lenses provide impact and UV protection. Adjustable 
length temples and lens angle for a customized fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2288 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for a 
snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2301 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

SE2302 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles. 

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style, polycarbonate lens with integral 
sideshields and wider temples provide more protection 
against impact.

Compliance:

SE2318 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum protection, 
rubber tipped temples keep spectacle securely in place.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2319 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2313 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Dual color Nylon frame, wraparound lens with a wide 
field of vision and maximum protection.
Adjustable length temples and lens angle for a 
customized fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2311 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant,
offer a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2309 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
offer a maximum worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Stylishly wrap around eyes for superior impact
protection and unobstructed view.

Compliance:

SE2315 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Z87.1
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SE2324 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, dual color 
frame for a sporty style, soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for grip head securely.

Compliance:

SE2327 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Fashion style, ergonomic frame and soft temples wraps 
around the face comfortably.

Compliance:

SE2323 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Fashion, polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields and 
browguard provide more protection against impact and 
dust, universal fit nosebridge fits most people.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2320 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough frame, soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2321 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable all-day wearing.

Compliance:

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE2322 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Ergonomic temple and brow bar, spring-like action, fit 
comfortably either on wide faces or narrow faces. 
Rubber tipped temples keep spectacle securely in place.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. 
Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance:

SE2333 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Modern design, lightweight, with single polycarbonate 
lens for impact resistance and UV protection. 

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2335 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2331 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit.
Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate lenses provide 
impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2330 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2329 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wrap around eyes for wide field of vision, 
superior impact protection and unobstructed view, and 
tipped temples for a secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

Unique styling, lightweight, polycarbonate lens provides 
impact resistance and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2332 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Z87.1

Safety Glasses
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SE2324 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, dual color 
frame for a sporty style, soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for grip head securely.

Compliance:

SE2327 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Fashion style, ergonomic frame and soft temples wraps 
around the face comfortably.

Compliance:

SE2323 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Fashion, polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields and 
browguard provide more protection against impact and 
dust, universal fit nosebridge fits most people.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2320 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough frame, soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2321 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable all-day wearing.

Compliance:

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE2322 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Ergonomic temple and brow bar, spring-like action, fit 
comfortably either on wide faces or narrow faces. 
Rubber tipped temples keep spectacle securely in place.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. 
Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance:

SE2333 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Modern design, lightweight, with single polycarbonate 
lens for impact resistance and UV protection. 

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2335 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2331 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit.
Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate lenses provide 
impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2330 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2329 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wrap around eyes for wide field of vision, 
superior impact protection and unobstructed view, and 
tipped temples for a secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

Unique styling, lightweight, polycarbonate lens provides 
impact resistance and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2332 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Z87.1
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SE2343 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance:

SE2345 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for a comfortable all-day wearing. 
Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens provide 
impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2342 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with rubber tipped temples for a secure and 
comfortable fit, soft nosepiece for a comfortable all-day
wearing. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens 
provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2338 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, built-in sideshields and browguard, 
offers a maximum worker comfort and durability.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2340 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern design follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. 

Compliance:

SE2341 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant 
polycarbonate lens provide impact and UV protection. 
Adjustable temple for maximum comfort and fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2348 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields, offers a maximum worker comfort 
and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2347 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, wraparound lens with a 
wide field of vision and maximum protection, soft 
nosepiece for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2346 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum 
protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2350 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.
Temple can be changed to elastic band.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2351 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, dual color 
frame for a sporty style, soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for grip head securely.

Compliance:

SE2349 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Z87.1

Safety Glasses
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SE2343 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance:

SE2345 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for a comfortable all-day wearing. 
Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens provide 
impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2342 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with rubber tipped temples for a secure and 
comfortable fit, soft nosepiece for a comfortable all-day
wearing. Durable scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens 
provide impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2338 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, single polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, built-in sideshields and browguard, 
offers a maximum worker comfort and durability.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2340 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern design follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. 

Compliance:

SE2341 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylishly wraparound design frame with curve lens for 
a snug, secure fit. Durable scratch-resistant 
polycarbonate lens provide impact and UV protection. 
Adjustable temple for maximum comfort and fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2348 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields, offers a maximum worker comfort 
and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2347 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, wraparound lens with a 
wide field of vision and maximum protection, soft 
nosepiece for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2346 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum 
protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2350 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.
Temple can be changed to elastic band.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2351 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, dual color 
frame for a sporty style, soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for grip head securely.

Compliance:

SE2349 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Z87.1
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SE2357 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability. Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2356 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.
Temple can be changed to elastic band.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2353 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum 
worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2354 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft 
rubber nosepiece and tipped temples for grip head 
securely, lens angle adjusts easily for a customized fit.

Compliance:

SE2355 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2358 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft rubber 
nosepiece for grip face securely, lens angle adjusts easily 
for a customized fit. Temple can be changed to elastic 
band.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2359 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.
Temple can be changed to elastic band.

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2364 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft 
rubber nosepiece for grip face securely, lens angle 
adjusts easily for a customized fit.

Compliance:

SE2362 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2363 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1
SE2360 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2361 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Safety Glasses
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SE2357 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability. Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2356 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.
Temple can be changed to elastic band.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2353 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
built-in sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum 
worker comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2354 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft 
rubber nosepiece and tipped temples for grip head 
securely, lens angle adjusts easily for a customized fit.

Compliance:

SE2355 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2358 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft rubber 
nosepiece for grip face securely, lens angle adjusts easily 
for a customized fit. Temple can be changed to elastic 
band.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2359 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.
Temple can be changed to elastic band.

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with single 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2364 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft 
rubber nosepiece for grip face securely, lens angle 
adjusts easily for a customized fit.

Compliance:

SE2362 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2363 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1
SE2360 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2361 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1 19
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Z87.1

SE2365 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2366 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection.
Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2367 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for a comfortable all-day wearing. Durable 
scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens provide impact and 
UV protection.

Compliance:

Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2374 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

SE2376 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for a comfortable all-day wearing. Durable 
scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens provides impact and 
UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection.
Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2375 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2371 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft 
rubber nosepiece and tipped temples for grip head 
securely.

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance:

SE2373 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

SE2372 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2369 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, wraparound lens with a wide
field of vision and maximum protection, soft nosepiece 
and soft tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2368 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum protection,
rubber tipped temples keep spectacle securely in place.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2370 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

Safety Glasses
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Z87.1

SE2365 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2366 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection.
Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2367 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for a comfortable all-day wearing. Durable 
scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens provide impact and 
UV protection.

Compliance:

Lightweight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, built-in 
sideshields and browguard, offers a maximum worker 
comfort and durability.
Good for impact and UV protection.

Compliance:

SE2374 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

SE2376 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Lightweight, with soft rubber nosepiece and tipped 
temples for a comfortable all-day wearing. Durable 
scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens provides impact and 
UV protection.

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection.
Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2375 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2371 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Tough polycarbonate lens with integral sideshields 
provide a high level protection against impact, soft 
rubber nosepiece and tipped temples for grip head 
securely.

Compliance: Z87.1

Modern style follows facial contours for complete 
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual 
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV 
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance:

SE2373 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

Z87.1

SE2372 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, soft nosepiece and rubber 
tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2369 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, wraparound lens with a wide
field of vision and maximum protection, soft nosepiece 
and soft tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2368 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum protection,
rubber tipped temples keep spectacle securely in place.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2370 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Modern style follows facial contours for complete
coverage and comfort. Lightweight design with dual
polycarbonate lens for impact resistance and UV
protection. Ideal for protection from dust and particles.

Compliance: Z87.1
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SE2377 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum protection,
rubber tipped temples keep the spectacle securely in 
place.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2379 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Dual color Nylon frame, wraparound lens with a wide 
field of vision and maximum protection. 
Assorted color of frame and lens available.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2378 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, wraparound lens with a wide
field of vision and maximum protection, soft nosepiece 
and soft tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2381  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2382  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2388  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylish, tough polycarbonate lens. Rubber temple 
sleeves provide comfortable wear. Good protection 
against impact and dust, universal fit  nosebridge 
fits most people.

Stylish, polycarbonate lens, provides protection 
against impact and dust, universal fit nosebridge 
fits most people.

Compliance: 

Light weight, polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, durable, Good for protection 
against impact.

Compliance: 

Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2386  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylish, polycarbonate lens with integral side shields and 
browguard, provides more protection against impact and 
dust, universal fit nosebridge fits most people.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2387  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Light weight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
durable, Good for protection against impact. 

Compliance: EN166

SE2380  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Light weight, polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, durable, Good for protection 
against impact. Adjustable length temples for a 
customized fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2385  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Light weight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
durable, Good for protection against impact.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2384  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylish, polycarbonate lens designed to replace the 
variant lens easily for the multiple eye protection 
usage, provides more protection against impact 
and dust, universal fit nosebridge & adjustable 
length temple fits most people.

Compliance: EN166, EN170, EN172

Safety Glasses NEW

NEW

NEW
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SE2377 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Universal fit nosebridge fits most people, wraparound 
lens with a wide field of vision and maximum protection,
rubber tipped temples keep the spectacle securely in 
place.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2379 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Dual color Nylon frame, wraparound lens with a wide 
field of vision and maximum protection. 
Assorted color of frame and lens available.

Compliance: Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2378 PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Unique styling, lightweight, wraparound lens with a wide
field of vision and maximum protection, soft nosepiece 
and soft tipped temples for a comfortable and secure fit.

Compliance:

SE2381  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2382  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE

SE2388  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylish, tough polycarbonate lens. Rubber temple 
sleeves provide comfortable wear. Good protection 
against impact and dust, universal fit  nosebridge 
fits most people.

Stylish, polycarbonate lens, provides protection 
against impact and dust, universal fit nosebridge 
fits most people.

Compliance: 

Light weight, polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, durable, Good for protection 
against impact.

Compliance: 

Z87.1

Z87.1

SE2386  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylish, polycarbonate lens with integral side shields and 
browguard, provides more protection against impact and 
dust, universal fit nosebridge fits most people.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2387  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Light weight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
durable, Good for protection against impact. 

Compliance: EN166

SE2380  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Light weight, polycarbonate lens, 
scratch-resistant, durable, Good for protection 
against impact. Adjustable length temples for a 
customized fit.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2385  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Light weight, polycarbonate lens, scratch-resistant, 
durable, Good for protection against impact.

Compliance: Z87.1

SE2384  PROTECTIVE SPECTACLE
Stylish, polycarbonate lens designed to replace the 
variant lens easily for the multiple eye protection 
usage, provides more protection against impact 
and dust, universal fit nosebridge & adjustable 
length temple fits most people.

Compliance: EN166, EN170, EN172

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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SE1364 EAR PLUG
Soft and thin pliable material with triple flange design, 
triple seal against harmful noise, fit the ear canal perfectly.
With neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:25dB NRR:25dB

SE1365 EAR PLUG
Soft and thin pliable material with triple flange design, 
triple seal against harmful noise, fit the ear canal perfectly.
Without neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:25dB NRR:25dB

SE1320 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, reusable, one size fits all, 
comfortable and effective protection.
With neck string, plastic case and chain for convenient 
carrying.

SE1321 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, reusable, one size fits all, 
comfortable and effective protection.
With neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19

S3.19

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1360 EAR PLUG
Unique triple flange design with soft pliable material 
provides comforable and effective protection.
With neck string, plastic case and loop for convenient carrying.

Compliance:

SNR:24.5dB NRR:24dB

SE1327 EAR PLUG
The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against harmful noise. One size fits 
all. Uncorded, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR: 24dB

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1363 EAR PLUG
Soft and thin pliable material with triple flange design, 
triple seal against harmful noise, fit the ear canal perfectly.
With neck string, plastic case and loop for convenient 
carrying.

Compliance:

SNR:25dB NRR:25dB

Flexible flange fits the ear canal for harmful noise 
protection and comfortable. The easy grip handle offers 
easy insertion, removal, reusable and can be washed 
with ordinary soap and water. 
With neck strip, plastic case for convenient carrying.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB NRR:27dB

SE1323 EAR PLUG

Flexible flange fits the ear canal for harmful noise 
protection and comfortable.
The easy grip handle offers easy insertion, removal,
reusable and can be washed with ordinary soap and 
water.
With neck strip, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB NRR:27dB

SE1324 EAR PLUG

Flexible flange fits the ear canal for harmful noise 
protection and comfortable.
The easy grip handle offers easy insertion, removal,
reusable and can be washed with ordinary soap and 
water.
Without neck strip, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB NRR:27dB

SE1325 EAR PLUG

The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against harmful noise. One size fits 
all. Corded, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR: 24dB

SE1326 EAR PLUG

SE1322 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, reusable, one size fits all, 
comfortable and effective protection.
Without neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

SE1324

SE1325

SE1326

SE1365

SE1364

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1361 EAR PLUG
Unique triple flange design with soft pliable material 
provides comfortable and effective protection.With neck 
string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:24.5dB NRR:25dB

SE1362 EAR PLUG
Unique triple flange design with soft pliable material 
provides comfortable and effective protection.Without 
neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:24.5dB NRR:24dB

SE1361
SE1362

SE1327

Ear Plugs
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SE1364 EAR PLUG
Soft and thin pliable material with triple flange design, 
triple seal against harmful noise, fit the ear canal perfectly.
With neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:25dB NRR:25dB

SE1365 EAR PLUG
Soft and thin pliable material with triple flange design, 
triple seal against harmful noise, fit the ear canal perfectly.
Without neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:25dB NRR:25dB

SE1320 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, reusable, one size fits all, 
comfortable and effective protection.
With neck string, plastic case and chain for convenient 
carrying.

SE1321 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, reusable, one size fits all, 
comfortable and effective protection.
With neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19

S3.19

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1360 EAR PLUG
Unique triple flange design with soft pliable material 
provides comforable and effective protection.
With neck string, plastic case and loop for convenient carrying.

Compliance:

SNR:24.5dB NRR:24dB

SE1327 EAR PLUG
The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against harmful noise. One size fits 
all. Uncorded, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR: 24dB

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1363 EAR PLUG
Soft and thin pliable material with triple flange design, 
triple seal against harmful noise, fit the ear canal perfectly.
With neck string, plastic case and loop for convenient 
carrying.

Compliance:

SNR:25dB NRR:25dB

Flexible flange fits the ear canal for harmful noise 
protection and comfortable. The easy grip handle offers 
easy insertion, removal, reusable and can be washed 
with ordinary soap and water. 
With neck strip, plastic case for convenient carrying.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB NRR:27dB

SE1323 EAR PLUG

Flexible flange fits the ear canal for harmful noise 
protection and comfortable.
The easy grip handle offers easy insertion, removal,
reusable and can be washed with ordinary soap and 
water.
With neck strip, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB NRR:27dB

SE1324 EAR PLUG

Flexible flange fits the ear canal for harmful noise 
protection and comfortable.
The easy grip handle offers easy insertion, removal,
reusable and can be washed with ordinary soap and 
water.
Without neck strip, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB NRR:27dB

SE1325 EAR PLUG

The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against harmful noise. One size fits 
all. Corded, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR: 24dB

SE1326 EAR PLUG

SE1322 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, reusable, one size fits all, 
comfortable and effective protection.
Without neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

SE1324

SE1325

SE1326

SE1365

SE1364

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1361 EAR PLUG
Unique triple flange design with soft pliable material 
provides comfortable and effective protection.With neck 
string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:24.5dB NRR:25dB

SE1362 EAR PLUG
Unique triple flange design with soft pliable material 
provides comfortable and effective protection.Without 
neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:24.5dB NRR:24dB

SE1361
SE1362

SE1327
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SE1329 EAR PLUG
Soft and flexible flange fits ear canal perfectly.
The easy grip stem for easy insertion and removal.
Provides excellent hearing protection and comfortable.
With neck string, plastic case and chain for convenient 
carry.

SE1370 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, easy installing, provides 
comfortable and effective seal.
With neck string, plastic case and chain for convenient 
carry.

Compliance:

NRR:23dB

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19

S3.19 EN352-2

EN352-2

EN352-2

EN352-2

EN352-2S3.19

S3.19

SE1377 EAR PLUG
Soft silicon plugs with built-in stem for easy insertion, fits 
ear canal well and comfortable. Provide excellent hearing
protection. High visible orange color to add safety feature,
washable and reusable.
With neck string and pair in a polybag.

Compliance: 

SE1376 EAR PLUG
Soft silicon or TPR plugs with built-in stem for easy 
insertion, fits ear canal well and comfortable. Provide 
excellent hearing protection. High visible blue color to 

add safety feature, washable and reusable. 

Without neck string and pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance: 

Silicon:SNR:33dB

TPR:SNR:23dB

SE1328 EAR PLUG
Soft and flexible flange fits ear canal perfectly.
The easy grip stem for easy insertion and removal.
Provides excellent hearing protection and comfortable.

Compliance:

SE1378 EAR PLUG
Soft silicon plugs with built-in stem for easy insertion, fits 
ear canal well and comfortable. Provide excellent hearing
protection. High visible blue color to add safety feature,
washable and reusable.
Without neck string and pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

Soft pliable material, easy installing, provides comfortable 
and effective seal.
Without neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR:23dB

SE1372 EAR PLUG

Soft silicon or TPR plugs with built-in stem for easy 
insertion, fits ear canal well and comfortable. Provide 
excellent hearing protection. High visible blue color to 
add safety feature, washable and reusable.
With neck string and pair in a polybag.

Compliance: 

Silicon:SNR:33dB

TPR:SNR:23dB

SE1375 EAR PLUG

SE1371 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, easy installing, provides comfortable 
and effective seal.
With neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR:23dB

SE1329

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against harmful noise.
One size fits all. Corded, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:37dB　NRR:32dB

SE1373 EAR PLUG

The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against hanrmful noise.
One size fits all. Uncorded, pait in polybag for economical.

Compliance: 

SNR:37dB　NRR:32dB

SE1374 EAR PLUG

SE1373

SE1374

SE1328

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1366 HEARING BAND
Soft caps with flexible and durable band, fits comfortably 
over the ear canal, provides sufficient harmful noise 
reduction. 

Compliance: 

SNR:19dB　NRR:26dB

SE1367 HEARING BAND
Advanced hinged headband design allows to be worn in 
a variety position, soft foam plug fits ear canal 
comfortably and provides excellent hearing protection.

Compliance: 

SNR:24dB　NRR:22dB

SE1377

SE1378

SE1376SE1375

SE13701  EAR PLUG DISPENSER
A table-top dispenser, durable plastic design provides a 
user-friendly and hygienic source for ear plugs. To 
dispense the ear plugs by twisting the knob.

Ear Plugs NEW
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SE1329 EAR PLUG
Soft and flexible flange fits ear canal perfectly.
The easy grip stem for easy insertion and removal.
Provides excellent hearing protection and comfortable.
With neck string, plastic case and chain for convenient 
carry.

SE1370 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, easy installing, provides 
comfortable and effective seal.
With neck string, plastic case and chain for convenient 
carry.

Compliance:

NRR:23dB

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19

S3.19 EN352-2

EN352-2

EN352-2

EN352-2

EN352-2S3.19

S3.19

SE1377 EAR PLUG
Soft silicon plugs with built-in stem for easy insertion, fits 
ear canal well and comfortable. Provide excellent hearing
protection. High visible orange color to add safety feature,
washable and reusable.
With neck string and pair in a polybag.

Compliance: 

SE1376 EAR PLUG
Soft silicon or TPR plugs with built-in stem for easy 
insertion, fits ear canal well and comfortable. Provide 
excellent hearing protection. High visible blue color to 

add safety feature, washable and reusable. 

Without neck string and pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance: 

Silicon:SNR:33dB

TPR:SNR:23dB

SE1328 EAR PLUG
Soft and flexible flange fits ear canal perfectly.
The easy grip stem for easy insertion and removal.
Provides excellent hearing protection and comfortable.

Compliance:

SE1378 EAR PLUG
Soft silicon plugs with built-in stem for easy insertion, fits 
ear canal well and comfortable. Provide excellent hearing
protection. High visible blue color to add safety feature,
washable and reusable.
Without neck string and pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

Soft pliable material, easy installing, provides comfortable 
and effective seal.
Without neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR:23dB

SE1372 EAR PLUG

Soft silicon or TPR plugs with built-in stem for easy 
insertion, fits ear canal well and comfortable. Provide 
excellent hearing protection. High visible blue color to 
add safety feature, washable and reusable.
With neck string and pair in a polybag.

Compliance: 

Silicon:SNR:33dB

TPR:SNR:23dB

SE1375 EAR PLUG

SE1371 EAR PLUG
Soft pliable material, easy installing, provides comfortable 
and effective seal.
With neck string, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

NRR:23dB

SE1329

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against harmful noise.
One size fits all. Corded, pair in a polybag for economical.

Compliance:

SNR:37dB　NRR:32dB

SE1373 EAR PLUG

The very soft polyurethane foam provides comfortable 
and close-fitting seal against hanrmful noise.
One size fits all. Uncorded, pait in polybag for economical.

Compliance: 

SNR:37dB　NRR:32dB

SE1374 EAR PLUG

SE1373

SE1374

SE1328

S3.19 EN352-2

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1366 HEARING BAND
Soft caps with flexible and durable band, fits comfortably 
over the ear canal, provides sufficient harmful noise 
reduction. 

Compliance: 

SNR:19dB　NRR:26dB

SE1367 HEARING BAND
Advanced hinged headband design allows to be worn in 
a variety position, soft foam plug fits ear canal 
comfortably and provides excellent hearing protection.

Compliance: 

SNR:24dB　NRR:22dB

SE1377

SE1378

SE1376SE1375

SE13701  EAR PLUG DISPENSER
A table-top dispenser, durable plastic design provides a 
user-friendly and hygienic source for ear plugs. To 
dispense the ear plugs by twisting the knob.
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SE1368 HEARING BAND
Soft caps with flexible and durable band. 
Fits comfortably over the ear canal and provides 
sufficient harmful noise reduction. 

Compliance:

SNR:26dB　NRR:21dB

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1380 EAR MUFF

SNR:23.9dB　NRR:20dB

SE1350 EAR MUFF

SNR:27.5dB　NRR:22dB

SE1347 EAR MUFF
Folding headband, folds into a compact unit, good for
storage or carry in pocket. Special curve shape for
shooting and hunting purpose.

SNR:22dB　NRR:34dB

EN352-1

EN352-1

S12.42 (S3.19)EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1
S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

SE1335 EAR MUFF
Soft and pliable foam cushions gives comfort for long 
term wear. Foldable headband folds into a compact unit,
good for storage or carry in pocket. Special curve shape 
for shooting and hunting purpose.

SNR: 22 dB　NRR: 21 dB

SE1334 EAR MUFF
Soft and pliable foam cushions gives comfort for long 
term wear. Foldable padded four-point headband with 
adjustable　slide clips make it easy to adjust the length 
of the headband, and pivoting ear cups fits snugly for 
most head sizes.
Special curve shape for shooting and hunting purpose.

SNR:21.9dB　NRR: 25dB
PC Headband SNR: 27.6dB

POM Headband SNR:25.7dB NRR:28dB

SE1310 EAR MUFF

Lightweight, with soft foam-filled cushion provides a good 
seal for a protection against harmful noise, adjustable 
reinforced headband offer a snug, comfortable fit and can 
be worn in three positions.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB

SE1315 EAR MUFF

S3.19EN352-1

SE1343 EAR MUFF
SNR:24.3dB NRR:27dB

SE1353 EAR MUFF
Folding headband. Folds into a compact unit,
good for storage or carry in pocket.

NRR:32dB
S3.19

S3.19　(12.42)EN352-1

S3.19 EN352-2

EN352-2

SE1369 HEARING BAND
Flexible and durable band fits comfortably over the ear 

canal. Streamline artistic ear band design.

Replaceable by various material or design plug.

Compliance: 

SNR: 19dB　NRR: 26dB

SE1379 HEARING BAND
Soft caps with flexible and durable band, fits comfortably 
over the ear canal, provides sufficient harmful noise 
reduction. 

Compliance: 

SNR:21dB

Lightweight, with soft foam-filled 
cushion provideing a good seal for 
protection against harmful noise and 
adjustable reinforced headband, our 
ear muffs offer a snug, comfortable fit 
and most of them can be worn in three 
positions.

S3.19

Dual color fashion design, soft and pliable foam cushions 
gives　comfort for long term wear. Foldable padded 
four-point headband　with adjustable slide clips make it 
easy to adjust the length of the headband and pivoting 
ear cups fits snugly for most head sizes.

Compliance: 

SNR:23.7dB   NRR: 21dB

SE1333 EAR MUFF

Ear Plugs/ Ear Muffs
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SE1368 HEARING BAND
Soft caps with flexible and durable band. 
Fits comfortably over the ear canal and provides 
sufficient harmful noise reduction. 

Compliance:

SNR:26dB　NRR:21dB

S3.19 EN352-2

SE1380 EAR MUFF

SNR:23.9dB　NRR:20dB

SE1350 EAR MUFF

SNR:27.5dB　NRR:22dB

SE1347 EAR MUFF
Folding headband, folds into a compact unit, good for
storage or carry in pocket. Special curve shape for
shooting and hunting purpose.

SNR:22dB　NRR:34dB

EN352-1

EN352-1

S12.42 (S3.19)EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1
S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

SE1335 EAR MUFF
Soft and pliable foam cushions gives comfort for long 
term wear. Foldable headband folds into a compact unit,
good for storage or carry in pocket. Special curve shape 
for shooting and hunting purpose.

SNR: 22 dB　NRR: 21 dB

SE1334 EAR MUFF
Soft and pliable foam cushions gives comfort for long 
term wear. Foldable padded four-point headband with 
adjustable　slide clips make it easy to adjust the length 
of the headband, and pivoting ear cups fits snugly for 
most head sizes.
Special curve shape for shooting and hunting purpose.

SNR:21.9dB　NRR: 25dB
PC Headband SNR: 27.6dB

POM Headband SNR:25.7dB NRR:28dB

SE1310 EAR MUFF

Lightweight, with soft foam-filled cushion provides a good 
seal for a protection against harmful noise, adjustable 
reinforced headband offer a snug, comfortable fit and can 
be worn in three positions.

Compliance:

SNR:28dB

SE1315 EAR MUFF

S3.19EN352-1

SE1343 EAR MUFF
SNR:24.3dB NRR:27dB

SE1353 EAR MUFF
Folding headband. Folds into a compact unit,
good for storage or carry in pocket.

NRR:32dB
S3.19

S3.19　(12.42)EN352-1

S3.19 EN352-2

EN352-2

SE1369 HEARING BAND
Flexible and durable band fits comfortably over the ear 

canal. Streamline artistic ear band design.

Replaceable by various material or design plug.

Compliance: 

SNR: 19dB　NRR: 26dB

SE1379 HEARING BAND
Soft caps with flexible and durable band, fits comfortably 
over the ear canal, provides sufficient harmful noise 
reduction. 

Compliance: 

SNR:21dB

Lightweight, with soft foam-filled 
cushion provideing a good seal for 
protection against harmful noise and 
adjustable reinforced headband, our 
ear muffs offer a snug, comfortable fit 
and most of them can be worn in three 
positions.

S3.19

Dual color fashion design, soft and pliable foam cushions 
gives　comfort for long term wear. Foldable padded 
four-point headband　with adjustable slide clips make it 
easy to adjust the length of the headband and pivoting 
ear cups fits snugly for most head sizes.

Compliance: 

SNR:23.7dB   NRR: 21dB

SE1333 EAR MUFF
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SE1390 EAR MUFF

SNR:19dB　NRR:25dB

S3.19EN352-1

SE1344 CAP MOUNTED EAR MUFF
Slotted type, cap same as SE1340, with soft foam-filled
cushions, durable spring steel head bands, snap on
and off hard hat easily.
Color availability: Red, Yellow, Red/Black,
Yellow/Black, Gray/Black, Blue/White.

SNR:25.9dB NRR:22dB

Large form-filled cushions with deep ear cups, can be 
folded into a compact unit, good for storage or carry in 
pocket.
Color: Neon Green, Neon Yellow, Neon Orange

SE1340H HI-VIZ EAR MUFF

SE1342 EAR MUFF
Lightweight, large soft foam-filled cushions with deep ear 
cups and wide padded headband, provides a good seal and 
comfortable fit, perfect protection against harmful noise.

Compliance:

SNR: 28.45 dB NRR : 29 dB

SE1340 EAR MUFF
Large foam-filled cushions with deep earcups, can be 
folded into a compact unit, good for storage or carry in 
pocket.
Color availability: Red, Yellow, Red/Black, Yellow/Black, 
Gray/White, Blue/White.

SNR: POM 28.5dB, PC 32.1dB     NRR: 34dB

SE1340N DUAL COLOR EAR MUFF

Dual color fashion deign, soft and pliable foam cushions 
gives comfort for long term wear. Foldable four-point 
suspension with adjustable headband slide clips make it 
easy to adjust the length of the headband, and pivoting
ear cups fits snugly for most head sizes.

SNR:29.8dB　NRR: 32dB

SE1348 EAR MUFF

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-3

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

SE1381  CHILDREN’S EAR MUFF
Ear muff for children, with foam pad on the head band 
which provides the user more comfort. 
Colors: Pink / Blue

Compliance: EN352-1   SNR: 24.2 dB 

Ear Muffs

NEW
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SE1390 EAR MUFF

SNR:19dB　NRR:25dB

S3.19EN352-1

SE1344 CAP MOUNTED EAR MUFF
Slotted type, cap same as SE1340, with soft foam-filled
cushions, durable spring steel head bands, snap on
and off hard hat easily.
Color availability: Red, Yellow, Red/Black,
Yellow/Black, Gray/Black, Blue/White.

SNR:25.9dB NRR:22dB

Large form-filled cushions with deep ear cups, can be 
folded into a compact unit, good for storage or carry in 
pocket.
Color: Neon Green, Neon Yellow, Neon Orange

SE1340H HI-VIZ EAR MUFF

SE1342 EAR MUFF
Lightweight, large soft foam-filled cushions with deep ear 
cups and wide padded headband, provides a good seal and 
comfortable fit, perfect protection against harmful noise.

Compliance:

SNR: 28.45 dB NRR : 29 dB

SE1340 EAR MUFF
Large foam-filled cushions with deep earcups, can be 
folded into a compact unit, good for storage or carry in 
pocket.
Color availability: Red, Yellow, Red/Black, Yellow/Black, 
Gray/White, Blue/White.

SNR: POM 28.5dB, PC 32.1dB     NRR: 34dB

SE1340N DUAL COLOR EAR MUFF

Dual color fashion deign, soft and pliable foam cushions 
gives comfort for long term wear. Foldable four-point 
suspension with adjustable headband slide clips make it 
easy to adjust the length of the headband, and pivoting
ear cups fits snugly for most head sizes.

SNR:29.8dB　NRR: 32dB

SE1348 EAR MUFF

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-3

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

S3.19EN352-1

SE1381  CHILDREN’S EAR MUFF
Ear muff for children, with foam pad on the head band 
which provides the user more comfort. 
Colors: Pink / Blue

Compliance: EN352-1   SNR: 24.2 dB 
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SE1344N 
DUAL COLOR CAP MOUNTED 
EAR MUFF

SNR:25.9dB NRR:22dB

S3.19EN352-3

SE1398 ELECTRONIC EAR MUFF
Multi-purpose, combines as a standard ear muff when 
not activated, mini LCD screen provide FM radio, MP3 
connection and timepiece.
Soft and pliable foam cushions gives comfort for long 
term wear.
Foldable soft, padded headband offer low pressure and 
distributes weight evenly for comfort and snug fit.

Dual purpose for work and pleasure.
Natural sound impression by stereo to upgrade sound 
quality for FM radio effects.
Independent FM and volume adjust knobs 
(88 MHz ~108 MHz).
Very comfortable to wear, & easy portable.
Cell life in inverse proportion to length of use and 
amplification results in noisy environment, service life of 
alkaline cell ranging about 70 ~ 72 hours.
Easy cell replacement (1.5V x 2) simply by opening up 
the cell cabinet.
NRR Value = 30 dB
Battery sold separately

SNR: 25 dB　NRR: 30 dB

SE1395 FM RADIO EAR MUFF

S3.19EN352-1

SE1396 ELECTRONIC EAR MUFF
Multi-purpose: reduced noise level, protecting hearing 
sense, amplifying tone, and keeping off external loud noise.
Serving as a standard earmuff when not activated to 
reduce noise level (NRR Value = 23dB).
Receiving voice at frequency 400~4000 Hz, making voice
clearer.
All voices interrupted when exceeding 82dB to ensure 
use safety in noisy environment for longer hours.
Ideal in shooting, hunting, industrial training and many 
other applications.
Easy cell replacement (1.5V x 2) simply by opening up 
the cell cabinet.
Battery sold separately.

SNR: 27 dB　NRR: 33 dB

S3.19EN352-1

Slotted type, cap same as SE1343,
with soft foam-filled cushions,
durable spring steel head bands, snap
on and off hard hat easily.

SE1346 CAP MOUNTED EAR MUFF

SE131F FOAM-FILLED CUSHION
Soft foam cushion, used for SE1340, SE1343, SE1344 & 
SE1346.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

Soft foam cushion, used for SE1350.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

SE131D FOAM-FILLED CUSHION

SE131B FOAM-FILLED CUSHION
Soft foam cushion, used for SE1390.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

S12.42EN352-3

SE1345 CAP MOUNTED EAR MUFF
Slotted type, with soft foam-filled cushions, durable 
head bands, snap on and off hard hat easily.
Perfect protection against harmful noise.

SNR: 23dB　NRR: 30dB

SE131A FOAM-FILLED CUSHION
Soft foam cushion, used for SE1310.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

Ear Muffs
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SE1344N 
DUAL COLOR CAP MOUNTED 
EAR MUFF

SNR:25.9dB NRR:22dB

S3.19EN352-3

SE1398 ELECTRONIC EAR MUFF
Multi-purpose, combines as a standard ear muff when 
not activated, mini LCD screen provide FM radio, MP3 
connection and timepiece.
Soft and pliable foam cushions gives comfort for long 
term wear.
Foldable soft, padded headband offer low pressure and 
distributes weight evenly for comfort and snug fit.

Dual purpose for work and pleasure.
Natural sound impression by stereo to upgrade sound 
quality for FM radio effects.
Independent FM and volume adjust knobs 
(88 MHz ~108 MHz).
Very comfortable to wear, & easy portable.
Cell life in inverse proportion to length of use and 
amplification results in noisy environment, service life of 
alkaline cell ranging about 70 ~ 72 hours.
Easy cell replacement (1.5V x 2) simply by opening up 
the cell cabinet.
NRR Value = 30 dB
Battery sold separately

SNR: 25 dB　NRR: 30 dB

SE1395 FM RADIO EAR MUFF

S3.19EN352-1

SE1396 ELECTRONIC EAR MUFF
Multi-purpose: reduced noise level, protecting hearing 
sense, amplifying tone, and keeping off external loud noise.
Serving as a standard earmuff when not activated to 
reduce noise level (NRR Value = 23dB).
Receiving voice at frequency 400~4000 Hz, making voice
clearer.
All voices interrupted when exceeding 82dB to ensure 
use safety in noisy environment for longer hours.
Ideal in shooting, hunting, industrial training and many 
other applications.
Easy cell replacement (1.5V x 2) simply by opening up 
the cell cabinet.
Battery sold separately.

SNR: 27 dB　NRR: 33 dB

S3.19EN352-1

Slotted type, cap same as SE1343,
with soft foam-filled cushions,
durable spring steel head bands, snap
on and off hard hat easily.

SE1346 CAP MOUNTED EAR MUFF

SE131F FOAM-FILLED CUSHION
Soft foam cushion, used for SE1340, SE1343, SE1344 & 
SE1346.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

Soft foam cushion, used for SE1350.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

SE131D FOAM-FILLED CUSHION

SE131B FOAM-FILLED CUSHION
Soft foam cushion, used for SE1390.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.

S12.42EN352-3

SE1345 CAP MOUNTED EAR MUFF
Slotted type, with soft foam-filled cushions, durable 
head bands, snap on and off hard hat easily.
Perfect protection against harmful noise.

SNR: 23dB　NRR: 30dB

SE131A FOAM-FILLED CUSHION
Soft foam cushion, used for SE1310.
Customized designs, drawings or samples are welcome.
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SE1721 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1720 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound PC clear visor. Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1730 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Semi-aluminum construction bracket completes with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC clear visor.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact resistance. 
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1731 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1730 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound PC clear visor. Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

Z87+ EN166

Z87+ EN166

Z87+ EN166

Z87+ EN166

SE1720 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
All aluminum construction bracket complete with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC clear visor. 
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact resistance. 
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1720
SE1721
SE1730
SE1731

SE1740 WELDING FACE SHIELD.

Z87+ EN166  EN170

SE1741 WELDING FACE SHIELD

SE1740
SE1741

Basic features the same as SE1740 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound shade No.5 green PC visor.
Use with safety helmet.

Semi-aluminum construction bracket completes with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound shade No.3 or No.5 green PC 
visor. Provides protection against gas welding and light 
cutting operation. Use with safety helmet.

All aluminum construction, aluminum grooved frame 
with spring coil, easy to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE172B ALUMINUM BRACKET

Semi-aluminum construction, plastic grooved frame with
spring coil, easy to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE173B SEMI-ALUMINUM BRACKET

ABS construction, grooved frame with spring coil, easy 
to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE174B PLASTIC BRACKET

SE172B
SE173B
SE174B

Z87 EN166

Z87 EN166

Z87 EN166

CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and 
impact resistance.

WIRE MESH SHIELD
Good for forestry operations against 
flying branches and woodchips, also 
protection against molten metals for 
heat resistance.

PLASTIC MESH SHIELD
Especially good for forestry 
operations in rainy, damp 
environment. 
The visor will not rust.

SE1750 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Semi-aluminum construction bracket completes with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound metal wire mesh visor.
Protection against flying branches and woodchips, 
good for forestry operations. Also protection against 
molten metals for heat resistance.
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1751 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1750 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound metal wire mesh visor.
Used with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1750
SE1751

Z87 EN1731

Z87 EN1731

All aluminum construction, aluminum grooved frame 
with spring coil, easy to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with Full-Brim helmet

SE172D ALUMINUM BRACKET

SE1726
HEAT REFLECTIVE FACE SHIELD
Aluminum coated on the polycarbonate visor, reflects 
heat radiation and let the visible light to pass through for 
clear vision.
Aluminum grooved frame with spring coil, easy to install 
on the helmet and sturdy, positive stop hinge 
automatically holds visor in raised position.
Visor size: 8” x 15-1/2”

Face Shields
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SE1721 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1720 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound PC clear visor. Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1730 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Semi-aluminum construction bracket completes with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC clear visor.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact resistance. 
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1731 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1730 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound PC clear visor. Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

Z87+ EN166

Z87+ EN166

Z87+ EN166

Z87+ EN166

SE1720 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
All aluminum construction bracket complete with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC clear visor. 
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact resistance. 
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1720
SE1721
SE1730
SE1731

SE1740 WELDING FACE SHIELD.

Z87+ EN166  EN170

SE1741 WELDING FACE SHIELD

SE1740
SE1741

Basic features the same as SE1740 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound shade No.5 green PC visor.
Use with safety helmet.

Semi-aluminum construction bracket completes with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound shade No.3 or No.5 green PC 
visor. Provides protection against gas welding and light 
cutting operation. Use with safety helmet.

All aluminum construction, aluminum grooved frame 
with spring coil, easy to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE172B ALUMINUM BRACKET

Semi-aluminum construction, plastic grooved frame with
spring coil, easy to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE173B SEMI-ALUMINUM BRACKET

ABS construction, grooved frame with spring coil, easy 
to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE174B PLASTIC BRACKET

SE172B
SE173B
SE174B

Z87 EN166

Z87 EN166

Z87 EN166

CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and 
impact resistance.

WIRE MESH SHIELD
Good for forestry operations against 
flying branches and woodchips, also 
protection against molten metals for 
heat resistance.

PLASTIC MESH SHIELD
Especially good for forestry 
operations in rainy, damp 
environment. 
The visor will not rust.

SE1750 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Semi-aluminum construction bracket completes with 
8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound metal wire mesh visor.
Protection against flying branches and woodchips, 
good for forestry operations. Also protection against 
molten metals for heat resistance.
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1751 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1750 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound metal wire mesh visor.
Used with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE1750
SE1751

Z87 EN1731

Z87 EN1731

All aluminum construction, aluminum grooved frame 
with spring coil, easy to install on helmet and sturdy.
Positive stop hinge automatically holds visor in raised 
position. Use with Full-Brim helmet

SE172D ALUMINUM BRACKET

SE1726
HEAT REFLECTIVE FACE SHIELD
Aluminum coated on the polycarbonate visor, reflects 
heat radiation and let the visible light to pass through for 
clear vision.
Aluminum grooved frame with spring coil, easy to install 
on the helmet and sturdy, positive stop hinge 
automatically holds visor in raised position.
Visor size: 8” x 15-1/2”

NEW
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SE174F GREEN VISOR
8"X15-1/2" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor, good 
for gas welding, brazing and light cutting operations.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE174G GREEN VISOR
8"X12" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor, good for 
gas welding, brazing and light cutting operations.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE174F
SE174G

Z87+

SE174A
SE174D

SE174A GREEN VISOR
8"X15-1/2" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor with
aluminum bound, good for gas welding, brazing and 
light cutting operations. Use with bracket or headgear.

SE174D GREEN VISOR
8"X12" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor with 
aluminum bound, good for gas welding, brazing and 
light cutting operations. Use with bracket or headgear.

Z87+ EN166  EN170

SE173D CLEAR VISOR
8"X12" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.Use with bracket or 
headgear.

Compliance: Z94.3Z87+ EN166

SE173A CLEAR VISOR
8"X15-1/2" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.
Use with bracket or headgear.

Compliance:

SE173A
SE173D

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

SE173F CLEAR VISOR
8"X15-1/2" PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact resistance.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE173G CLEAR VISOR
8"X12" PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact resistance.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE173F
SE173G

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

8"X15-1/2" metal wire mesh with aluminum bound, 
protection against flying branches and woodchips during 
forestry operations, also protection against molten metals 
and where deflection of extreme heat is required.
Use with bracket or headgear.

Compliance:

SE175A WIRE MESH VISOR

SE175A
SE175D

Z87 EN1731

8"X12" metal wire mesh with aluminum bound, protection
against flying branches and woodchips for forestry 
operations, also protection against molten metals and 
where deflection of extreme heat is required.Use with 
bracket or headgear.

Compliance:

SE175D WIRE MESH VISOR

Z87 EN1731

SE1770
SE1771

Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound shade No.3 or 
No.5 green PC visor. Provides protection against gas 
welding and light cutting operations.

SE1770 WELDING FACE SHIELD

Basic features the same as SE1770 but with 8"X12"
aluminum bound shade No.3 or No.4 green PC visor.

SE1771 WELDING FACE SHIELD

Z87+ EN166  EN170

Aluminum coated on the polycarbonate visor, reflects 
heat radiation and let the visible light to pass through 
for clear vision.
Adjustable ratchet headgear fits snugly for most 
head sizes. 
Visor size: 8” x 15-1/2”

SE1768 
HEAT REFLECTIVE FACE SHIELD 

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

SE1762 FACE SHIELD
Headgear with ABS brow guard eliminates forehead 
injury, complete with 7" x 15-1/2" PC clear visor, 
provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact. With chin guard for 
added protection.

SE1760
SE1761

Z87+ EN166

EN166

SE1760 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead 
injury, complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC 
clear visor. Provides protection against foreign particles, 
chemical splash, dust, heat and impact resistance. 

Compliance:

SE1761 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1760 but with 8"X12"
aluminum bound PC clear visor.

Compliance:

Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound metal wire
mesh visor. Protection against flying branches and
woodchips for forestry operations, also protection
against molten metals for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE1780 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

Basic features the same as SE1780 but with 8"X12"
aluminum bound metal wire mesh visor.

Compliance:

SE1781 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

SE1780
SE1781

Z87 EN1731

Z87 EN1731

Face Shields

NEW
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SE174F GREEN VISOR
8"X15-1/2" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor, good 
for gas welding, brazing and light cutting operations.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE174G GREEN VISOR
8"X12" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor, good for 
gas welding, brazing and light cutting operations.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE174F
SE174G

Z87+

SE174A
SE174D

SE174A GREEN VISOR
8"X15-1/2" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor with
aluminum bound, good for gas welding, brazing and 
light cutting operations. Use with bracket or headgear.

SE174D GREEN VISOR
8"X12" shade No.3 or No.5 green PC visor with 
aluminum bound, good for gas welding, brazing and 
light cutting operations. Use with bracket or headgear.

Z87+ EN166  EN170

SE173D CLEAR VISOR
8"X12" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.Use with bracket or 
headgear.

Compliance: Z94.3Z87+ EN166

SE173A CLEAR VISOR
8"X15-1/2" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.
Use with bracket or headgear.

Compliance:

SE173A
SE173D

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

SE173F CLEAR VISOR
8"X15-1/2" PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact resistance.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE173G CLEAR VISOR
8"X12" PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact resistance.
Use with bracket or headgear.

SE173F
SE173G

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

8"X15-1/2" metal wire mesh with aluminum bound, 
protection against flying branches and woodchips during 
forestry operations, also protection against molten metals 
and where deflection of extreme heat is required.
Use with bracket or headgear.

Compliance:

SE175A WIRE MESH VISOR

SE175A
SE175D

Z87 EN1731

8"X12" metal wire mesh with aluminum bound, protection
against flying branches and woodchips for forestry 
operations, also protection against molten metals and 
where deflection of extreme heat is required.Use with 
bracket or headgear.

Compliance:

SE175D WIRE MESH VISOR

Z87 EN1731

SE1770
SE1771

Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound shade No.3 or 
No.5 green PC visor. Provides protection against gas 
welding and light cutting operations.

SE1770 WELDING FACE SHIELD

Basic features the same as SE1770 but with 8"X12"
aluminum bound shade No.3 or No.4 green PC visor.

SE1771 WELDING FACE SHIELD

Z87+ EN166  EN170

Aluminum coated on the polycarbonate visor, reflects 
heat radiation and let the visible light to pass through 
for clear vision.
Adjustable ratchet headgear fits snugly for most 
head sizes. 
Visor size: 8” x 15-1/2”

SE1768 
HEAT REFLECTIVE FACE SHIELD 

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

SE1762 FACE SHIELD
Headgear with ABS brow guard eliminates forehead 
injury, complete with 7" x 15-1/2" PC clear visor, 
provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact. With chin guard for 
added protection.

SE1760
SE1761

Z87+ EN166

EN166

SE1760 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead 
injury, complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC 
clear visor. Provides protection against foreign particles, 
chemical splash, dust, heat and impact resistance. 

Compliance:

SE1761 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE1760 but with 8"X12"
aluminum bound PC clear visor.

Compliance:

Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound metal wire
mesh visor. Protection against flying branches and
woodchips for forestry operations, also protection
against molten metals for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE1780 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

Basic features the same as SE1780 but with 8"X12"
aluminum bound metal wire mesh visor.

Compliance:

SE1781 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

SE1780
SE1781

Z87 EN1731

Z87 EN1731
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SE176N CHIN GUARD
ABS material protects the chin from impact, splash,
foreign particles. Used for SE1762.

Z94.3Z87 EN166

7" x 15-1/2" PC clear visor provides protection against 
foreign particles, chemical splash, dust, heat and impact.

Used for SE1762.

SE176M CLEAR VISOR

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

Z94.3Z87.1 EN166

SE176B HEADGEAR
With ABS browguard eliminates forehead injury, 
adjustable ratchet suspension and sweatband for 
adding comfort, tension knobs allows flip-up visor to 
be positioned as user wishes.
Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE176H CLEAR VISOR
8" x 12" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides protection
against foreign particles, chemical splash, heat and impact.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E.

Z87+ EN166

8" x 12" PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E.

SE176G CLEAR VISOR

Z87+ EN166

EN166

SE176E HEADGEAR
With ABS browguard eliminated forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension adjust to fit head size from 6-1/2 to 8, 
and sweatband for adding comfort.
Use with visor SE176G, SE176H, SE177A or SE177B.

ABS browguard with adjustable pinlock suspension 
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" PC 
visor, light duty yet durable and sturdy.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact. Browguards available 
colors are yellow, green, orange and blue.

SE1765 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

Z87+ EN166

SE1766 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
ABS browguard with adjustable ratchet suspension
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" PC 
visor with aluminum bound, light duty yet durable and 
sturdy.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical
splash, dust, heat and impact. Browguards available 
colors are yellow, green, orange and blue.

Z87+ EN166

SE1775 WELDING FACE SHIELD
ABS browguard with adjustable pinlock suspension
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" 
shade No. 5 PC green visor, provides protection 
against gas welding and light cutting operations.
Browguards available colors are yellow, green, orange 
and blue.

Z87.1 EN166

SE176D HEADGEAR
With ABS browguard eliminated forehead injury, adjustable 
pinlock suspension adjust to fit head size from 6-1/2 to 8, 
and sweatband for adding comfort.
Use with visor SE176G, SE176H, SE177A or SE177B.

SE1776 WELDING FACE SHIELD
ABS browguard with adjustable ratchet suspension 
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" 
shade No. 5 PC green visor with aluminum bound, 
provides protection against gas welding and light cutting 
operations. Browguards available colors are yellow, 
green, orange and blue.

SE177B GREEN VISOR
8" x 12" shade No. 5 green PC visor with aluminum
bound, good for gas welding, brazing and light
cutting operations.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E.

SE177A GREEN VISOR
8" x 12" shade No. 5 green PC visor, good for gas welding,
brazing and light cutting operations.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E

Aluminum coated on polycarbonate, reflects heat 
radiation and let the visible light to pass through 
for clear vision.
Visor size: 8” x 15-1/2”

SE177F ALUMINUM VISOR

Face Shields
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SE176N CHIN GUARD
ABS material protects the chin from impact, splash,
foreign particles. Used for SE1762.

Z94.3Z87 EN166

7" x 15-1/2" PC clear visor provides protection against 
foreign particles, chemical splash, dust, heat and impact.

Used for SE1762.

SE176M CLEAR VISOR

Z94.3Z87+ EN166

Z94.3Z87.1 EN166

SE176B HEADGEAR
With ABS browguard eliminates forehead injury, 
adjustable ratchet suspension and sweatband for 
adding comfort, tension knobs allows flip-up visor to 
be positioned as user wishes.
Use with visor.

Compliance:

SE176H CLEAR VISOR
8" x 12" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides protection
against foreign particles, chemical splash, heat and impact.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E.

Z87+ EN166

8" x 12" PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E.

SE176G CLEAR VISOR

Z87+ EN166

EN166

SE176E HEADGEAR
With ABS browguard eliminated forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension adjust to fit head size from 6-1/2 to 8, 
and sweatband for adding comfort.
Use with visor SE176G, SE176H, SE177A or SE177B.

ABS browguard with adjustable pinlock suspension 
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" PC 
visor, light duty yet durable and sturdy.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical 
splash, dust, heat and impact. Browguards available 
colors are yellow, green, orange and blue.

SE1765 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

Z87+ EN166

SE1766 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
ABS browguard with adjustable ratchet suspension
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" PC 
visor with aluminum bound, light duty yet durable and 
sturdy.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical
splash, dust, heat and impact. Browguards available 
colors are yellow, green, orange and blue.

Z87+ EN166

SE1775 WELDING FACE SHIELD
ABS browguard with adjustable pinlock suspension
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" 
shade No. 5 PC green visor, provides protection 
against gas welding and light cutting operations.
Browguards available colors are yellow, green, orange 
and blue.

Z87.1 EN166

SE176D HEADGEAR
With ABS browguard eliminated forehead injury, adjustable 
pinlock suspension adjust to fit head size from 6-1/2 to 8, 
and sweatband for adding comfort.
Use with visor SE176G, SE176H, SE177A or SE177B.

SE1776 WELDING FACE SHIELD
ABS browguard with adjustable ratchet suspension 
eliminated forehead injury, complete with 8" x 12" 
shade No. 5 PC green visor with aluminum bound, 
provides protection against gas welding and light cutting 
operations. Browguards available colors are yellow, 
green, orange and blue.

SE177B GREEN VISOR
8" x 12" shade No. 5 green PC visor with aluminum
bound, good for gas welding, brazing and light
cutting operations.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E.

SE177A GREEN VISOR
8" x 12" shade No. 5 green PC visor, good for gas welding,
brazing and light cutting operations.
Use with headgear SE176D or SE176E

Aluminum coated on polycarbonate, reflects heat 
radiation and let the visible light to pass through 
for clear vision.
Visor size: 8” x 15-1/2”

SE177F ALUMINUM VISOR

NEW
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Z87.1 EN166

Headgear with browguard eliminates forehead injury,
completes with 8"X13-1/2" clear PC visor, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
dust and impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE1792 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

8"X13-1/2" PC visor, provides protection against foreign
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact resistance.
Used for SE1792.

Compliance:

SE179A CLEAR VISOR

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE179C HEADGEAR
With browguard eliminates forehead injury, adjustable
pinlock suspension for adding comfort.Used for SE1792.

Compliance:

8"X12" clear PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact. 
Used for SE1790.

Compliance:

SE179G CLEAR VISOR

Z87.1 EN166

SE1791 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD
Plastic bracket completes with 8"X12" plastic mesh,
provides protection against flying branches and woodchips.
Good for forestry operations, will not rust.

SE1793 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Plastic bracket completes with 8"X12" wire mesh, 
provides protection against flying branches and woodchips.
Good for forestry operations.

Compliance:

SE1791
SE1793

EN1731

8"X12" plastic mesh, provides against flying branches and 

woodchips, good for forestry operations in rainy, damp 

environment, will not rust. Used for SE1791.

SE179B PLASTIC MESH VISOR

SE179B
SE179F

8"X12" wire mesh, provides against flying branches and 

woodchips, good for forestry operations. Used for SE1793.

SE179F WIRE MESH VISOR

Z87.1 EN166

Plastic bracket completes with 8"X12" clear PC visor,
provides protection against foreign particles, chemical
splash, dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1790 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X15-1/2" 
metal wire mesh visor.
Provides protection against molten metals and forestry 
operations against
flying branches and woodchips.Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3736 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X12" plastic 
mesh visor.
Provides protection against flying branches and 
woodchips, good for forestry operations in rainy, damp 
environment, will not rust.
Use with safety helmet.

SE3735 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD

EN1731

SE3730 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X15-1/2" 
PC clear visor. Provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact resistance. 
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3733 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

SE3734
SE3735
SE3736

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X12" metal 
wire mesh visor.
Provides protection against molten metals and forestry 
operations against flying branches and woodchips.
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3734 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

EN1731

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X12" PC 
clear visor. Provides protection against foreign particles, 
chemical splash, dust and impact resistance. Use with 
safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3730
SE3733

EN166

EN166 SE3740 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard
eliminates forehead injury, complete with 8"X15-1/2" PC 
clear visor. Provides protection against foreign particles, 
chemical splash, dust, heat and impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE3743 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, 
complete with 8"X12" PC clear visor. Provides protection 
against foreign particles, chemical splash, dust, heat and 
impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE3740
SE3743

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE1794 FACE SHIELD
Plastic bracket completes with 268mm x 150mm clean 
PC visor, with Nylon strip for fasten purpose, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical, water 
and blood splash, dust and impact.

Face Shields
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Z87.1 EN166

Headgear with browguard eliminates forehead injury,
completes with 8"X13-1/2" clear PC visor, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
dust and impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE1792 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

8"X13-1/2" PC visor, provides protection against foreign
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact resistance.
Used for SE1792.

Compliance:

SE179A CLEAR VISOR

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE179C HEADGEAR
With browguard eliminates forehead injury, adjustable
pinlock suspension for adding comfort.Used for SE1792.

Compliance:

8"X12" clear PC visor, provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact. 
Used for SE1790.

Compliance:

SE179G CLEAR VISOR

Z87.1 EN166

SE1791 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD
Plastic bracket completes with 8"X12" plastic mesh,
provides protection against flying branches and woodchips.
Good for forestry operations, will not rust.

SE1793 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Plastic bracket completes with 8"X12" wire mesh, 
provides protection against flying branches and woodchips.
Good for forestry operations.

Compliance:

SE1791
SE1793

EN1731

8"X12" plastic mesh, provides against flying branches and 

woodchips, good for forestry operations in rainy, damp 

environment, will not rust. Used for SE1791.

SE179B PLASTIC MESH VISOR

SE179B
SE179F

8"X12" wire mesh, provides against flying branches and 

woodchips, good for forestry operations. Used for SE1793.

SE179F WIRE MESH VISOR

Z87.1 EN166

Plastic bracket completes with 8"X12" clear PC visor,
provides protection against foreign particles, chemical
splash, dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE1790 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X15-1/2" 
metal wire mesh visor.
Provides protection against molten metals and forestry 
operations against
flying branches and woodchips.Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3736 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X12" plastic 
mesh visor.
Provides protection against flying branches and 
woodchips, good for forestry operations in rainy, damp 
environment, will not rust.
Use with safety helmet.

SE3735 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD

EN1731

SE3730 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X15-1/2" 
PC clear visor. Provides protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact resistance. 
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3733 CLEAR FACE SHIELD

SE3734
SE3735
SE3736

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X12" metal 
wire mesh visor.
Provides protection against molten metals and forestry 
operations against flying branches and woodchips.
Use with safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3734 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

EN1731

Plastic construction bracket complete with 8"X12" PC 
clear visor. Provides protection against foreign particles, 
chemical splash, dust and impact resistance. Use with 
safety helmet.

Compliance:

SE3730
SE3733

EN166

EN166 SE3740 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard
eliminates forehead injury, complete with 8"X15-1/2" PC 
clear visor. Provides protection against foreign particles, 
chemical splash, dust, heat and impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE3743 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, 
complete with 8"X12" PC clear visor. Provides protection 
against foreign particles, chemical splash, dust, heat and 
impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE3740
SE3743

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE1794 FACE SHIELD
Plastic bracket completes with 268mm x 150mm clean 
PC visor, with Nylon strip for fasten purpose, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical, water 
and blood splash, dust and impact.
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SE374G PLASTIC MESH VISOR
8"x12" plastic mesh, provides protection against flying
branches and woodchips, good for forestry operations
in rainy, damp environment, will not rust.
Use with SE373A, SE374A or SE375A.

SE374F WIRE MESH VISOR
8"x12" metal wire mesh, provides protection against flying 
branches, woodchips, good for forestry operations.
Use with SE373A, SE374A. or SE375A.

Compliance: EN1731

SE374F
SE374G
SE374J

8"x15-1/2" metal wire mesh, provides protection against
flying branches, woodchips, good for forestry operations.
Use with SE373A SE374A. or SE375A.

Compliance:

SE374J WIRE MESH VISOR

EN1731

SE374B CLEAR VISOR
8"x15-1/2" PC clear visor, provides protection against 
foreign particles, chemical splash, heat and impact 
resistance.
Use with SE373A or SE374A.

Compliance:

SE374C CLEAR VISOR
8"x12" PC clear visor, provides protection against foreign
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact resistance.
Use with SE373A or SE374A.

Compliance:

SE374B
SE374C

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

9"x15 1/2" metal wire mesh. Provides protection against 
flying branches and woodchips, good for forestry 
operations. Use with SE374K.

SE374M WIRE MESH VISOR

With PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension and sweatband for adding comfort, 
tension knobs allows flip-up visor to be positioned as 
user wishes.
Use with SE374M.

SE374K HEADGEAR

With PP browguard eliminated forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension and sweatband for adding comfort, 
tension knobs allows flip-up visor to be positioned as user 
wishes.
Use for SE3752, SE3753, SE3756, SE3757 AND SE3758.

Compliance:

SE375A HEADGEAR

Z87.1 EN166

SE373A PLASTIC BRACKET
Plastic construction, grooved frame with spring coil, easy 
to install on helmet and sturdy. Positive stop hinge 
automatically holds visor in raised position.
Use for SE3730, SE3733, SE3734, SE3735 and SE3736.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE374A HEADGEAR
With PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension and sweatband for adding comfort, 
tension knobs allows flip-up visor to be positioned as user 
wishes.
Use for SE3740, SE3743, SE3744, SE3745 and SE3746.

Compliance:

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 9"x15 1/2" wire mesh visor,
provides protection against flying branches and woodchips.
Good for forestry operations.

SE3748 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

SE3744
SE3745
SE3746

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X12" metal wire mesh visor.
Provides protection against flying branches and
woodchips for forestry operations, also protection
against molten metals for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE3744 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X12" plastic mesh visor. Provides 
protection against flying branches and woodchips for 
forestry operations, will not rust.

SE3745 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, 
complete with 8"X15-1/2" metal wire mesh visor. Provides 
protection against flying branches and woodchips for 
forestry operations, also protection against molten metals 
for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE3746 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

EN1731

EN1731

SE3752 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC clear visor.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical
splash, dust, heat and impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE3753 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE3752 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound PC clear visor.

Compliance:

SE3752
SE3753

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE3756 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead 
injury, complete with 8"X15-1/2" metal wire mesh visor. 
Protection against flying branches and woodchips for 
forestry operations, also protection against molten metals 
for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE3757 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE3756 but with 8"X12" 
metal wire mesh visor.

Compliance:

SE3758 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard eliminated forehead injury,
complete with 8"X12" plastic mesh visor, provides 
protection against flying branches and woodchips. 
Good for forestry operations, will not rust.

SE3756
SE3757
SE3758

EN1731

EN1731

Face Shields
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SE374G PLASTIC MESH VISOR
8"x12" plastic mesh, provides protection against flying
branches and woodchips, good for forestry operations
in rainy, damp environment, will not rust.
Use with SE373A, SE374A or SE375A.

SE374F WIRE MESH VISOR
8"x12" metal wire mesh, provides protection against flying 
branches, woodchips, good for forestry operations.
Use with SE373A, SE374A. or SE375A.

Compliance: EN1731

SE374F
SE374G
SE374J

8"x15-1/2" metal wire mesh, provides protection against
flying branches, woodchips, good for forestry operations.
Use with SE373A SE374A. or SE375A.

Compliance:

SE374J WIRE MESH VISOR

EN1731

SE374B CLEAR VISOR
8"x15-1/2" PC clear visor, provides protection against 
foreign particles, chemical splash, heat and impact 
resistance.
Use with SE373A or SE374A.

Compliance:

SE374C CLEAR VISOR
8"x12" PC clear visor, provides protection against foreign
particles, chemical splash, heat and impact resistance.
Use with SE373A or SE374A.

Compliance:

SE374B
SE374C

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

9"x15 1/2" metal wire mesh. Provides protection against 
flying branches and woodchips, good for forestry 
operations. Use with SE374K.

SE374M WIRE MESH VISOR

With PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension and sweatband for adding comfort, 
tension knobs allows flip-up visor to be positioned as 
user wishes.
Use with SE374M.

SE374K HEADGEAR

With PP browguard eliminated forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension and sweatband for adding comfort, 
tension knobs allows flip-up visor to be positioned as user 
wishes.
Use for SE3752, SE3753, SE3756, SE3757 AND SE3758.

Compliance:

SE375A HEADGEAR

Z87.1 EN166

SE373A PLASTIC BRACKET
Plastic construction, grooved frame with spring coil, easy 
to install on helmet and sturdy. Positive stop hinge 
automatically holds visor in raised position.
Use for SE3730, SE3733, SE3734, SE3735 and SE3736.

Compliance: Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE374A HEADGEAR
With PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, adjustable 
ratchet suspension and sweatband for adding comfort, 
tension knobs allows flip-up visor to be positioned as user 
wishes.
Use for SE3740, SE3743, SE3744, SE3745 and SE3746.

Compliance:

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 9"x15 1/2" wire mesh visor,
provides protection against flying branches and woodchips.
Good for forestry operations.

SE3748 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

SE3744
SE3745
SE3746

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X12" metal wire mesh visor.
Provides protection against flying branches and
woodchips for forestry operations, also protection
against molten metals for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE3744 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X12" plastic mesh visor. Provides 
protection against flying branches and woodchips for 
forestry operations, will not rust.

SE3745 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD

Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury, 
complete with 8"X15-1/2" metal wire mesh visor. Provides 
protection against flying branches and woodchips for 
forestry operations, also protection against molten metals 
for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE3746 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD

EN1731

EN1731

SE3752 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard eliminates forehead injury,
complete with 8"X15-1/2" aluminum bound PC clear visor.
Provides protection against foreign particles, chemical
splash, dust, heat and impact resistance.

Compliance:

SE3753 CLEAR FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE3752 but with 8"X12" 
aluminum bound PC clear visor.

Compliance:

SE3752
SE3753

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE3756 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Headgear with ABS browguard eliminates forehead 
injury, complete with 8"X15-1/2" metal wire mesh visor. 
Protection against flying branches and woodchips for 
forestry operations, also protection against molten metals 
for heat resistance.

Compliance:

SE3757 WIRE MESH FACE SHIELD
Basic features the same as SE3756 but with 8"X12" 
metal wire mesh visor.

Compliance:

SE3758 PLASTIC MESH FACE SHIELD
Headgear with PP browguard eliminated forehead injury,
complete with 8"X12" plastic mesh visor, provides 
protection against flying branches and woodchips. 
Good for forestry operations, will not rust.

SE3756
SE3757
SE3758

EN1731

EN1731
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SE375D CLEAR VISOR
8"x15-1/2" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.
Use with SE375A, SE374A and SE373A

Compliance:

SE375E CLEAR VISOR
8"x12" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.
Use with SE375A, SE374A and SE373A.

Compliance:

SE375D
SE375E

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE376F WIRE MESH VISOR

SE377F CLEAR VISOR

8” X 15-1/2” slotted type metal wire mesh visor, fits 
closely over the safety helmet, perfect protection against 
flying branches, woodchips and sawdust in forestry, 
gardening, and agricultural operations.

8”x15-1/2” slotted type clear PC visor, fits closely over 
the safety helmet. Perfect protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact.

SE3750 FACE SHIELD
Aluminum bracket complete with 8-1/2" x 12" acrylic clear
visor and 4" x 8" flip PC green visor shade No.11, provides 
protection against foreign particles,chemical splash, dust, 
heat and impact resistance. The flip front lens can switch 
from welding and cutting to chipping for easy inspection, 
used for welding,brazing and cutting operations.

SE3751 FACE SHIELD
Aluminum bracket complete with 8-1/2" x 12" acrylic light 
green shade No.2 visor and 4" x 8" flip front PC green 
visor shade NO,11.provides protection against foreign 
particles,chemical splash,dust,heat and impact resistance, 
The flip front lens can switch from welding and cutting 
to chipping for easy inspection, used for welding,brazing 
and cutting operation.

SE3796
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET
Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
wire mesh with SE1390 Ear Muff two in one, perfect 
protection to the face against flying branches, 
woodchips, sawdust, harmful noise in the forestry, 
garden and agricultural operations.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

Z87.1 EN1731

S3.19 EN352-1

SE3794
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET
Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
wire mesh with SE1350 Ear Muff two in one, perfect 
protection to the face against flying branches, 
woodchips, sawdust, harmful noise in the forestry, 
garden and agricultural operations.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

Z87.1 EN1731

S3.19 EN352-1

Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
clear face shield with SE1390 Ear Muff two in one, 
perfect protection to the hearing and face against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust, impact and harmful noise.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

SE3792
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET

Z87.1 EN166

S3.19 EN352-1

Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
clear face shield with SE1350 Ear Muff two in one, 
perfect protection to the hearing and face against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust, impact and harmful noise.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

SE3790
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET

Z87.1 EN166

S3.19 EN352-1

FACE AND HEARING 
PROTECTION SET
Unique kit set design, light weight 
and sturdy, with ear muffs two in 
one, perfect protection to the 
hearing and face.

SE3780
COMBINATION HEAD PROTECTORS
An unique combination set with helmet, 8"X15-1/2" 
slotted clear PC visor and ear muff. Lightweight, 
perfect protection to the hearing, face and head 
against foreign particles.
Chemical splash, dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE3782 FORESTRY HELMET
An unique lightweight and sturdy combination set with 
helmet, 8"X15-1/2"" slotted type metal wire mesh and 
ear muff, perfect protection to the hearing, face and 
head against flying branches, woodchips, sawdust, 
harmful noise in the forestry operations.

Compliance:

Face Shields

NEW

NEW
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SE375D CLEAR VISOR
8"x15-1/2" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.
Use with SE375A, SE374A and SE373A

Compliance:

SE375E CLEAR VISOR
8"x12" PC visor with aluminum bound, provides 
protection against foreign particles, chemical splash, 
heat and impact resistance.
Use with SE375A, SE374A and SE373A.

Compliance:

SE375D
SE375E

Z87.1 EN166

Z87.1 EN166

SE376F WIRE MESH VISOR

SE377F CLEAR VISOR

8” X 15-1/2” slotted type metal wire mesh visor, fits 
closely over the safety helmet, perfect protection against 
flying branches, woodchips and sawdust in forestry, 
gardening, and agricultural operations.

8”x15-1/2” slotted type clear PC visor, fits closely over 
the safety helmet. Perfect protection against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust and impact.

SE3750 FACE SHIELD
Aluminum bracket complete with 8-1/2" x 12" acrylic clear
visor and 4" x 8" flip PC green visor shade No.11, provides 
protection against foreign particles,chemical splash, dust, 
heat and impact resistance. The flip front lens can switch 
from welding and cutting to chipping for easy inspection, 
used for welding,brazing and cutting operations.

SE3751 FACE SHIELD
Aluminum bracket complete with 8-1/2" x 12" acrylic light 
green shade No.2 visor and 4" x 8" flip front PC green 
visor shade NO,11.provides protection against foreign 
particles,chemical splash,dust,heat and impact resistance, 
The flip front lens can switch from welding and cutting 
to chipping for easy inspection, used for welding,brazing 
and cutting operation.

SE3796
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET
Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
wire mesh with SE1390 Ear Muff two in one, perfect 
protection to the face against flying branches, 
woodchips, sawdust, harmful noise in the forestry, 
garden and agricultural operations.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

Z87.1 EN1731

S3.19 EN352-1

SE3794
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET
Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
wire mesh with SE1350 Ear Muff two in one, perfect 
protection to the face against flying branches, 
woodchips, sawdust, harmful noise in the forestry, 
garden and agricultural operations.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

Z87.1 EN1731

S3.19 EN352-1

Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
clear face shield with SE1390 Ear Muff two in one, 
perfect protection to the hearing and face against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust, impact and harmful noise.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

SE3792
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET

Z87.1 EN166

S3.19 EN352-1

Unique kit set design, light weight and sturdy, 8" x 12" 
clear face shield with SE1350 Ear Muff two in one, 
perfect protection to the hearing and face against foreign 
particles, chemical splash, dust, impact and harmful noise.

Compliance:

Ear Muff:

SE3790
FACE AND HEARING PROTECTION SET

Z87.1 EN166

S3.19 EN352-1

FACE AND HEARING 
PROTECTION SET
Unique kit set design, light weight 
and sturdy, with ear muffs two in 
one, perfect protection to the 
hearing and face.

SE3780
COMBINATION HEAD PROTECTORS
An unique combination set with helmet, 8"X15-1/2" 
slotted clear PC visor and ear muff. Lightweight, 
perfect protection to the hearing, face and head 
against foreign particles.
Chemical splash, dust and impact.

Compliance:

SE3782 FORESTRY HELMET
An unique lightweight and sturdy combination set with 
helmet, 8"X15-1/2"" slotted type metal wire mesh and 
ear muff, perfect protection to the hearing, face and 
head against flying branches, woodchips, sawdust, 
harmful noise in the forestry operations.

Compliance:
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PP or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. 
Available with four-point or six-point adjustable 
suspension for shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents 
water from dropping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on 
top provides the perfect impact protection. Slotted sides 
to accommodate accessories, such as face shields, ear 
muffs. Chin strap not included.

SE1700 HELMET

SE1701 HELMET
P.P. or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. Available 
with four-point or six-point adjustable suspension for 
shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents water from 
dropping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on top 
provides the perfect impact protection. Slotted sides to 
accommodate accessories, such as face shields, ear 
muffs. Chin Strap not included.

Compliance : Z89.1 EN397

Z89.1

Polyethylene material, four-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170A 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

Four-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size from 
6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, SE17162.

SE170B 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Polyethylene material, four-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170C 
RATCHET PE SUSPENSION

Four-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size from 
6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170D 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Polyethylene material, six-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170E 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

SE17023  HELMET
Goes with the same shape as SE17022, but without 
ventilation.
Chin strap not included.

Compliance: EN397Z89.1

SE17022  HELMET
The high density PP unique-designed shell is 
lightweight, tough and durable. The ventilation holes on 
the top let air circulate, keep the head cool and 
comfortable. Slotted sides to accommodate 
accessories, such as face shields and ear muffs.
Chin strap not included.
Fits suspensions SE170A, SE170B, SE170C, SE170D, 
SE170E, SE170F, SE170G, SE170H 

Compliance: EN397Z89.1

Six-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170H 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Polyethylene material, six-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

Six-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170G 
RATCHET PE SUSPENSION

SE170F 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Safety Helmet
NEW

NEW
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PP or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. 
Available with four-point or six-point adjustable 
suspension for shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents 
water from dropping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on 
top provides the perfect impact protection. Slotted sides 
to accommodate accessories, such as face shields, ear 
muffs. Chin strap not included.

SE1700 HELMET

SE1701 HELMET
P.P. or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. Available 
with four-point or six-point adjustable suspension for 
shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents water from 
dropping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on top 
provides the perfect impact protection. Slotted sides to 
accommodate accessories, such as face shields, ear 
muffs. Chin Strap not included.

Compliance : Z89.1 EN397

Z89.1

Polyethylene material, four-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170A 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

Four-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size from 
6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, SE17162.

SE170B 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Polyethylene material, four-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170C 
RATCHET PE SUSPENSION

Four-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size from 
6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170D 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Polyethylene material, six-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170E 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

SE17023  HELMET
Goes with the same shape as SE17022, but without 
ventilation.
Chin strap not included.

Compliance: EN397Z89.1

SE17022  HELMET
The high density PP unique-designed shell is 
lightweight, tough and durable. The ventilation holes on 
the top let air circulate, keep the head cool and 
comfortable. Slotted sides to accommodate 
accessories, such as face shields and ear muffs.
Chin strap not included.
Fits suspensions SE170A, SE170B, SE170C, SE170D, 
SE170E, SE170F, SE170G, SE170H 

Compliance: EN397Z89.1

Six-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170H 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Polyethylene material, six-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

Six-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8.Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170G 
RATCHET PE SUSPENSION

SE170F 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION
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Four-point PE slide suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170M 
PE SLIDE SUSPENSION

Four-point Nylon slide suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170N 
NYLON SLIDE SUSPENSION Polypropylene (P.P.) or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, 

durable. Available with four-point or six-point adjustable 
suspension for shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents 
water from dropping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on 
top provides the perfect impact protection. Slotted sides 
to accommodate accessories, such as face shields, ear 
muffs. Chin strap not included.
High visibility neon green increases the protection for 
night construction, mining, low-light or dark environments.

Compliance:

SE1701H HI-VIZ HELMET

Z89.1 EN397

High-density P.P or ABS shell, lightweight, tough and 
durable, four-point or six-point adjustable suspension for 
shock-absorbing, slotted sides to accommodate with face 
shields and ear muffs.

Compliance:

SE1704 HELMET

Z89.1 EN397

Z89.1

Polyethylene or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. 
Available with six-point nylon suspension for 
shock-absorbing, reinforced ribs on top provides the 
perfect impact protection. Chin strap not included.

SE1705 HELMET

Six-point or four-point pinlock nylon suspension, adjust to 
fit head size from 6 1/2 to 8. Used for SE1704

SE170Y 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Six-point or four-point ratchet nylon suspension, adjust to 
fit head size from 6 1/2 to 8. Used for SE1704

SE170W 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Goes with the same shape as SE1716, but without 
ventilation. Chin strap not included. 

Compliance: Z89.1

SE17162 HELMET

SE17021 
CLEAR RIM VENTED HELMET
Vented helmet with ABS shell, clear PC rim offers the 
user wider view while working. With 4-point nylon 
suspension. The ventilation holes on the top let air 
circulate, keep the head cool and comfortable.

Compliance: EN397Z89.1

SE170BA 
NYLON RATCHET SUSPENSION
Nylon ratchet suspension, the newly-developed ratchet 
makes adjustment more easily. 
Used for SE17021 and SE17191.

Safety Helmet
NEW

NEW
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Four-point PE slide suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170M 
PE SLIDE SUSPENSION

Four-point Nylon slide suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1700, SE1701, SE17161, 
SE17162.

SE170N 
NYLON SLIDE SUSPENSION Polypropylene (P.P.) or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, 

durable. Available with four-point or six-point adjustable 
suspension for shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents 
water from dropping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on 
top provides the perfect impact protection. Slotted sides 
to accommodate accessories, such as face shields, ear 
muffs. Chin strap not included.
High visibility neon green increases the protection for 
night construction, mining, low-light or dark environments.

Compliance:

SE1701H HI-VIZ HELMET

Z89.1 EN397

High-density P.P or ABS shell, lightweight, tough and 
durable, four-point or six-point adjustable suspension for 
shock-absorbing, slotted sides to accommodate with face 
shields and ear muffs.

Compliance:

SE1704 HELMET

Z89.1 EN397

Z89.1

Polyethylene or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. 
Available with six-point nylon suspension for 
shock-absorbing, reinforced ribs on top provides the 
perfect impact protection. Chin strap not included.

SE1705 HELMET

Six-point or four-point pinlock nylon suspension, adjust to 
fit head size from 6 1/2 to 8. Used for SE1704

SE170Y 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Six-point or four-point ratchet nylon suspension, adjust to 
fit head size from 6 1/2 to 8. Used for SE1704

SE170W 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Goes with the same shape as SE1716, but without 
ventilation. Chin strap not included. 

Compliance: Z89.1

SE17162 HELMET

SE17021 
CLEAR RIM VENTED HELMET
Vented helmet with ABS shell, clear PC rim offers the 
user wider view while working. With 4-point nylon 
suspension. The ventilation holes on the top let air 
circulate, keep the head cool and comfortable.

Compliance: EN397Z89.1

SE170BA 
NYLON RATCHET SUSPENSION
Nylon ratchet suspension, the newly-developed ratchet 
makes adjustment more easily. 
Used for SE17021 and SE17191.
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Six-point PE suspension, slide locking system adjusts to 
fit head size from 6-1/2 to 8 snugly. Used for SE1708 
and SE17110.

SE170U 
SLIDE LOCK PE SUSPENSION

Six-point nylon suspension, slide locking system adjust 
to fit head size from 6 1/2 to 8 snugly. Used for SE1708, 
SE17110.

SE170V 
SLIDE LOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Lightweight PVC shade, slotted type, snap on and off 
helmet easily, to protect the neck from sun exposure 
and rain.Helmet not included

SE1709 NECK SHADE

Fashion design, ABS or PE shell with cooling vents on the top 
for air circulation, keep the head cool and comfortable, 
six-point or four-point nylon ratchet suspension adjusts easily 
and quickly for a snug fit, slotted sides to accommodate with 
face shields and ear muffs.

Compliance: Z89.1 EN397

SE1707 HELMET
ABS Shell, tough and durable. With cooling vents on the top 
for air circulation, keep the head cool and comfortable. 
Six-point nylon suspension with slide locking system adjusts 
easily and quickly for a snug fit, rain trough prevents water 
from dropping down to the neck, slotted sides to 
accommodate with face shields and ear muffs.

Compliance: Z89.1 EN397+A1

SE1708 VENTED HELMET

Six-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head 6-1/2 to 
7-3/4. Used for SE1707.

SE170P 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Tough ABS shell helmet with retractable clear PC eye 
shield, excellent ligiht transmission, UV protection and 
high impact resistance.

Compliance: Helmet 

                     Eye Shield

SE17071 VISION HELMET

ABS Shell, tough and durable, with inner rim and ribs 
design to reinforce the helmet structure for good impact 
resistance.
Six-point nylon suspension with slide locking system 
adjust easily and quickly for a snug fit. Slotted sides to 
accommodate with face shields and ear muffs.

Compliance: Z89.1 TYPE2 EN397

Z89.1 EN397, GB 2811

SE17110 HELMET

Tough ABS shell helmet with retractable clear PC eye 
shield, excellent ligiht transmission, UV protection and 
high impact resistance.

Compliance: Helmet

                     Eye Shield

SE17081 VISION HELMET

Six-Point nylon ratchet suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1705.

Six-Point nylon pinlock suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1705.

SE171W 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

SE171V 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION EN166

Z89.1 EN397, GB 2811
EN166

SE17091 NECK SHADE
Made of polyester fabric. Protect user’s neck from sun 
exposure. 
Used with SE1704 (Helmet excluded)

Safety Helmet
NEW
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Six-point PE suspension, slide locking system adjusts to 
fit head size from 6-1/2 to 8 snugly. Used for SE1708 
and SE17110.

SE170U 
SLIDE LOCK PE SUSPENSION

Six-point nylon suspension, slide locking system adjust 
to fit head size from 6 1/2 to 8 snugly. Used for SE1708, 
SE17110.

SE170V 
SLIDE LOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Lightweight PVC shade, slotted type, snap on and off 
helmet easily, to protect the neck from sun exposure 
and rain.Helmet not included

SE1709 NECK SHADE

Fashion design, ABS or PE shell with cooling vents on the top 
for air circulation, keep the head cool and comfortable, 
six-point or four-point nylon ratchet suspension adjusts easily 
and quickly for a snug fit, slotted sides to accommodate with 
face shields and ear muffs.

Compliance: Z89.1 EN397

SE1707 HELMET
ABS Shell, tough and durable. With cooling vents on the top 
for air circulation, keep the head cool and comfortable. 
Six-point nylon suspension with slide locking system adjusts 
easily and quickly for a snug fit, rain trough prevents water 
from dropping down to the neck, slotted sides to 
accommodate with face shields and ear muffs.

Compliance: Z89.1 EN397+A1

SE1708 VENTED HELMET

Six-point nylon suspension, adjust to fit head 6-1/2 to 
7-3/4. Used for SE1707.

SE170P 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

Tough ABS shell helmet with retractable clear PC eye 
shield, excellent ligiht transmission, UV protection and 
high impact resistance.

Compliance: Helmet 

                     Eye Shield

SE17071 VISION HELMET

ABS Shell, tough and durable, with inner rim and ribs 
design to reinforce the helmet structure for good impact 
resistance.
Six-point nylon suspension with slide locking system 
adjust easily and quickly for a snug fit. Slotted sides to 
accommodate with face shields and ear muffs.

Compliance: Z89.1 TYPE2 EN397

Z89.1 EN397, GB 2811

SE17110 HELMET

Tough ABS shell helmet with retractable clear PC eye 
shield, excellent ligiht transmission, UV protection and 
high impact resistance.

Compliance: Helmet

                     Eye Shield

SE17081 VISION HELMET

Six-Point nylon ratchet suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1705.

Six-Point nylon pinlock suspension, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1705.

SE171W 
RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION

SE171V 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION EN166

Z89.1 EN397, GB 2811
EN166

SE17091 NECK SHADE
Made of polyester fabric. Protect user’s neck from sun 
exposure. 
Used with SE1704 (Helmet excluded)

NEW

NEW
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EN812

Lightweight and comfortable, polyethylene shell with an 
adjustable suspension, protects the head from cuts and 
bruises. Ideal for mechanics, food processing or 
anywhere the possibility of a minor head bump or 
laceration exists.

Compliance:

SE1712 BUMP CAP

Polyethylene or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. 
With six-point plastic adjustable suspension for 
shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents water from 
dripping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on top provides 
the perfect impact protection. Chin strap not inclueded.

Compliance:

SE1713 HELMET

Tough impact resistant ABS shell, durable, with chin 
strap and nylon suspension for fast and easy adjustment 
to fit the head. Good for working aloft, climbing, 
mountaineering, and emergency rescue.

Compliance:

SE17141
LINEMAN'S & RESCUE HELMET

EN397

Polyethylene material, adjust to fit head size from 6-1/2 
to 8. Used for SE1712.

SE171N 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

SE1710 SPORTS WORKING CAP

Designed for light protection against impact with ABS 
shell and foam spacer.
Ventilation holes provides users comfortable feelings.

Compliance: EN812

SE17094 
HI-VIZ HAT BRIM NECK SHADE
High visibility fabric with reflective tape, protect the 
neck from sun exposure, extended visor at front shields 
the eyes from the sun. Elastic at the back for secure fit. 
Universal design fits most hard hats and helmets. 
Helmet not included.

SE17092 HI-VIZ NECK SHADE
Made of high visibility mesh fabric with reflective tapes. 
Protect the neck from sun exposure. Universal design fits 
most hard hats, helmets, or caps.

SE17093 HAT BRIM SUN SHIELD
100% polyester tricot shade, hat brim type, the neck 
shade protects the neck from sun exposure and rain. 
Helmet not included.

Provides basic protection against impact. Designed for 
workers in light duties. With ABS shell and foam spacer. 
Ventilation holes are designed for air circulation 
and provide users with comfort.

Compliance: 

Innovative ABS shell with foam spacer, high visible fabric 
with ventilation mesh for air circulation and provides 
users comfort. The reflective piping on the cap improves 
visibility. Good for light protection against impact under 
low risk work environments. 
Hi-viz yellow and hi-viz orange colors are available.

Compliance: 

SE1710-1 SPORTS WORKING CAP

SE1710-2   
HI-VIZ SPORTS WORKING CAP

EN812 

EN812 

Z89.1 EN397, GB 2811

Safety Helmet NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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EN812

Lightweight and comfortable, polyethylene shell with an 
adjustable suspension, protects the head from cuts and 
bruises. Ideal for mechanics, food processing or 
anywhere the possibility of a minor head bump or 
laceration exists.

Compliance:

SE1712 BUMP CAP

Polyethylene or ABS shell, tough, lightweight, durable. 
With six-point plastic adjustable suspension for 
shock-absorbing and rain trough prevents water from 
dripping down to the neck, reinforced ribs on top provides 
the perfect impact protection. Chin strap not inclueded.

Compliance:

SE1713 HELMET

Tough impact resistant ABS shell, durable, with chin 
strap and nylon suspension for fast and easy adjustment 
to fit the head. Good for working aloft, climbing, 
mountaineering, and emergency rescue.

Compliance:

SE17141
LINEMAN'S & RESCUE HELMET

EN397

Polyethylene material, adjust to fit head size from 6-1/2 
to 8. Used for SE1712.

SE171N 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

SE1710 SPORTS WORKING CAP

Designed for light protection against impact with ABS 
shell and foam spacer.
Ventilation holes provides users comfortable feelings.

Compliance: EN812

SE17094 
HI-VIZ HAT BRIM NECK SHADE
High visibility fabric with reflective tape, protect the 
neck from sun exposure, extended visor at front shields 
the eyes from the sun. Elastic at the back for secure fit. 
Universal design fits most hard hats and helmets. 
Helmet not included.

SE17092 HI-VIZ NECK SHADE
Made of high visibility mesh fabric with reflective tapes. 
Protect the neck from sun exposure. Universal design fits 
most hard hats, helmets, or caps.

SE17093 HAT BRIM SUN SHIELD
100% polyester tricot shade, hat brim type, the neck 
shade protects the neck from sun exposure and rain. 
Helmet not included.

Provides basic protection against impact. Designed for 
workers in light duties. With ABS shell and foam spacer. 
Ventilation holes are designed for air circulation 
and provide users with comfort.

Compliance: 

Innovative ABS shell with foam spacer, high visible fabric 
with ventilation mesh for air circulation and provides 
users comfort. The reflective piping on the cap improves 
visibility. Good for light protection against impact under 
low risk work environments. 
Hi-viz yellow and hi-viz orange colors are available.

Compliance: 

SE1710-1 SPORTS WORKING CAP

SE1710-2   
HI-VIZ SPORTS WORKING CAP

EN812 

EN812 

Z89.1 EN397, GB 2811

NEW

NEW
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Z89.1 EN397

Polyproplene (PP) shell assembled with six-point 
adjustable Nylon Ratchet suspension (SE171M), chin 
strap excluded. Slotted sides to accommodate 
accessories, such as face shield, ear muffs.

Compliance:

SE1718 HELMET

Z89.1 EN397

Full-Brim Polyproplene (PP) shell can be assembled with 
Four-point adjustable Nylon Ratchet suspension 
(standard type) or with six-point suspension

Compliance:

SE1719 HELMET

SIX-POINT RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION (for 
SE1718)

SE171M

FOUR-POINT RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION (for 
SE1719)

SE171T

ABS shell, tough, smooth dome, lightweight, durable.
With six point nylon suspension for shock-absorbing and 
impact resistance. Multi-purpose, ideal for security patrol, 
guard, school, etc.. With chin strap.

SE1715 HARD CAP

Polyethylene material, six-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1713.

SE171D 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

Six-point nylon pinlock suspension, adjust to fit head 
size from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1713.

SE171H 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Durable and lightweight impact resistant ABS shell, with 
foam core for shock absorption, chin strap and nylon 
suspension for fast and easy adjustment to fit the head, 
air vents keep the head cool and comfortable. Good for 
climbing, caving, canyoning and other outdoor sports. 

Compliance:

SE17145 CLIMBING HELMET

EN 12492, GB 811, GB 24429

Full brim polypropylene (PP) shell can be assembled 
with four-point ratchet nylon suspension. 

Compliance: 

SE17191 SAFETY HELMET

EN397Z89.1

Nylon adjustable chin straps, two Y straps installed on 
suspensions easily. 
Used for SE17191.

SE171Y  Y–TYPE CHIN STRAP

Safety Helmet

NEW
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Z89.1 EN397

Polyproplene (PP) shell assembled with six-point 
adjustable Nylon Ratchet suspension (SE171M), chin 
strap excluded. Slotted sides to accommodate 
accessories, such as face shield, ear muffs.

Compliance:

SE1718 HELMET

Z89.1 EN397

Full-Brim Polyproplene (PP) shell can be assembled with 
Four-point adjustable Nylon Ratchet suspension 
(standard type) or with six-point suspension

Compliance:

SE1719 HELMET

SIX-POINT RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION (for 
SE1718)

SE171M

FOUR-POINT RATCHET NYLON SUSPENSION (for 
SE1719)

SE171T

ABS shell, tough, smooth dome, lightweight, durable.
With six point nylon suspension for shock-absorbing and 
impact resistance. Multi-purpose, ideal for security patrol, 
guard, school, etc.. With chin strap.

SE1715 HARD CAP

Polyethylene material, six-point, adjust to fit head size 
from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1713.

SE171D 
PINLOCK PE SUSPENSION

Six-point nylon pinlock suspension, adjust to fit head 
size from 6-1/2 to 8. Used for SE1713.

SE171H 
PINLOCK NYLON SUSPENSION

Durable and lightweight impact resistant ABS shell, with 
foam core for shock absorption, chin strap and nylon 
suspension for fast and easy adjustment to fit the head, 
air vents keep the head cool and comfortable. Good for 
climbing, caving, canyoning and other outdoor sports. 

Compliance:

SE17145 CLIMBING HELMET

EN 12492, GB 811, GB 24429

Full brim polypropylene (PP) shell can be assembled 
with four-point ratchet nylon suspension. 

Compliance: 

SE17191 SAFETY HELMET

EN397Z89.1

Nylon adjustable chin straps, two Y straps installed on 
suspensions easily. 
Used for SE17191.

SE171Y  Y–TYPE CHIN STRAPNEW

NEW
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Elastic adjustable strap with chin cup, clip type, easy installing, one size fits all. 
Universal use and for SE1701, SE1716, SE1717 Helmets.

SE170R ELASTIC CHIN STRAP

Nylon adjustable strap with chin cup, two Y clip style install on suspension easily,
comfortable and stable. Use for SE1703 and SE1719 Full-Brim helmet.

SE170S CHIN STRAP

Elastic adjustable strap with chin cup and clip,
easy installing, one size fits all. Universal use and for SE1713.

SE171A CHIN STRAP

Nylon adjustable strap with chin cup and hook,
easy installing. For SE1701 SE1716 and,SE1717.

Soft comfortable spongy material with elastic band, easy on and off, absorbs 
perspiration and keeps sweat away from eyes and face.
Good for working in hot environments.

SE171B CHIN STRAP

Nylon adjustable strap with chin cup, clip type, easy installing,
universal use and for SE1701, SE1716 and SE1717 Helmets.

SE170T NYLON CHIN STRAP

SE2890 SWEAT HEADBAND

SE2701
SE2702
SE2703

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 90 x 
110x 7mm auto darkening lens offers wide viewing area, 
durable, protects upper chest and throat from sparks and 
spatter. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top 
extends well over the head for added protection.

SE2702 
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET 
( SE2713+SE2802 )

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 51.2 
x 108 x 8mm auto darkening lens, durable, protects 
upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter.

Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

SE2701 
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET 
( SE2712+SE2801 )

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 133 
x 114 x 7mm auto darkening lens offers wide viewing 
area, durable, protects upper chest and throat from 
sparks ad spatter. Adjustable ratchet suspension, 
straight top extends well over the head for added 
protection.

SE2703 
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET 
( SE2714+SE2803 )

Electrode welding, MIC/MAG,Flux-cored welding, TIC, 
Plasma /Microplasma Arc Welding. Don't suit laser 
welding and oxy-hydrogen welding.

Welding range

Cartridge waterproof against dampness.

Water-resistant

Using solar energy means that the on/off switch is 
unnecessary and free you of changing battery.

Solar cells

Shade adjustment DIN 3 / 9-13 to meet requirements of 
the welding process.

Shade cartridge

Auto-darkening in a flash.

Viewing area

1

2
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Safety Helmet/ 
Auto darkening
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Elastic adjustable strap with chin cup, clip type, easy installing, one size fits all. 
Universal use and for SE1701, SE1716, SE1717 Helmets.

SE170R ELASTIC CHIN STRAP

Nylon adjustable strap with chin cup, two Y clip style install on suspension easily,
comfortable and stable. Use for SE1703 and SE1719 Full-Brim helmet.

SE170S CHIN STRAP

Elastic adjustable strap with chin cup and clip,
easy installing, one size fits all. Universal use and for SE1713.

SE171A CHIN STRAP

Nylon adjustable strap with chin cup and hook,
easy installing. For SE1701 SE1716 and,SE1717.

Soft comfortable spongy material with elastic band, easy on and off, absorbs 
perspiration and keeps sweat away from eyes and face.
Good for working in hot environments.

SE171B CHIN STRAP

Nylon adjustable strap with chin cup, clip type, easy installing,
universal use and for SE1701, SE1716 and SE1717 Helmets.

SE170T NYLON CHIN STRAP

SE2890 SWEAT HEADBAND

SE2701
SE2702
SE2703

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 90 x 
110x 7mm auto darkening lens offers wide viewing area, 
durable, protects upper chest and throat from sparks and 
spatter. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top 
extends well over the head for added protection.

SE2702 
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET 
( SE2713+SE2802 )

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 51.2 
x 108 x 8mm auto darkening lens, durable, protects 
upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter.

Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

SE2701 
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET 
( SE2712+SE2801 )

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 133 
x 114 x 7mm auto darkening lens offers wide viewing 
area, durable, protects upper chest and throat from 
sparks ad spatter. Adjustable ratchet suspension, 
straight top extends well over the head for added 
protection.

SE2703 
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET 
( SE2714+SE2803 )

Electrode welding, MIC/MAG,Flux-cored welding, TIC, 
Plasma /Microplasma Arc Welding. Don't suit laser 
welding and oxy-hydrogen welding.

Welding range

Cartridge waterproof against dampness.

Water-resistant

Using solar energy means that the on/off switch is 
unnecessary and free you of changing battery.

Solar cells

Shade adjustment DIN 3 / 9-13 to meet requirements of 
the welding process.

Shade cartridge

Auto-darkening in a flash.

Viewing area
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Z87.1 EN175.

Z87.1 EN175.

Z87.1

Size
Switching Time

Light Shade
Dark Shade

Shade Adjustment
UV/IRProtection

Active Viewing Area
Power Supply

Operating Temperature
Warranty

51.2x108x8mm
0.1ms

3
9~13

Outer Adjusting
ANSI Z87.1
93X25mm

Solar Cells +CR2032*2
-10 ~+70 C
18 Month

Straight shell, impact resistance, with 2" x 4-1/4" window 
size. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

Fixed front type

SE2712 WELDING HELMET

SE2801

Flip front type

SE2711 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell, impact resistance, with 90mm x 110mm 
fixed front lens. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight 
top extends well over the head for added protection.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2713 WELDING HELMET

Size
Switching Time

Light Shade
Dark Shade

Shade Adjustment
UV/IRProtection

Active Viewing Area
Power Supply

Operating Temperature
Warranty

90x110x7mm
0.04ms

3
8~12

Insider / Outer Adjusting
ANSI Z87.1 / CE EN 379

93x35mm
Solar Cells
-10 ~+70 C

2Years

SE2802

Size
Switching Time

Light Shade
Dark Shade

Shade Adjustment
UV/IRProtection

Active Viewing Area
Power Supply

Operating Temperature
Warranty

133x114x7mm
0.04ms

3
9~13

Insider Adjusting
ANSI Z87.1
98x42mm

Solar Cells+2AAA Batteries
-10 ~+70 C

2Years

SE2803

SE2704/SE2705/SE2706  
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET

SE2704 SE2705 SE2706

EN397, EN175Z87.1

1. Variable shade : From DIN 9 -13.

2. Darkness adjustment : External.

3. Viewing area : 92*42mm.

4. Switching time of safety helmets shield : a) Light to dark : 1/25,000s.

                b) Dark to light : 0.1~1.0s, Steplessly adjustable.

5. Sensitivity:low and high, Steplessly adjustable.

6. Light state : shade DIN 4.

7. UV/IR protection : up to shade DIN 16 at all time.

8. Power on/off : Automatic.

9. Power supply : solar cells, two lithium batteries.

10. Mode : Weld / Grind.

11.Application : Mig / Tig / argon arc / arc welding / Gas welding.

12. ADF Frame Size : 110*90mm.

13. Fire resistance

14. Dimension : 340mm*240mm*220mm.

15.Operating Temperature : -5�C~＋55�C.

16. Storage Temperature : -20�C~＋70�C.

17. Compliance: 

Auto darkening/
Welding Helmets

NEWNEWNEW
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Z87.1 EN175.

Z87.1 EN175.

Z87.1

Size
Switching Time

Light Shade
Dark Shade

Shade Adjustment
UV/IRProtection

Active Viewing Area
Power Supply

Operating Temperature
Warranty

51.2x108x8mm
0.1ms

3
9~13

Outer Adjusting
ANSI Z87.1
93X25mm

Solar Cells +CR2032*2
-10 ~+70 C
18 Month

Straight shell, impact resistance, with 2" x 4-1/4" window 
size. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

Fixed front type

SE2712 WELDING HELMET

SE2801

Flip front type

SE2711 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell, impact resistance, with 90mm x 110mm 
fixed front lens. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight 
top extends well over the head for added protection.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2713 WELDING HELMET

Size
Switching Time

Light Shade
Dark Shade

Shade Adjustment
UV/IRProtection

Active Viewing Area
Power Supply

Operating Temperature
Warranty

90x110x7mm
0.04ms

3
8~12

Insider / Outer Adjusting
ANSI Z87.1 / CE EN 379

93x35mm
Solar Cells
-10 ~+70 C

2Years

SE2802

Size
Switching Time

Light Shade
Dark Shade

Shade Adjustment
UV/IRProtection

Active Viewing Area
Power Supply

Operating Temperature
Warranty

133x114x7mm
0.04ms

3
9~13

Insider Adjusting
ANSI Z87.1
98x42mm

Solar Cells+2AAA Batteries
-10 ~+70 C

2Years

SE2803

SE2704/SE2705/SE2706  
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET

SE2704 SE2705 SE2706

EN397, EN175Z87.1

1. Variable shade : From DIN 9 -13.

2. Darkness adjustment : External.

3. Viewing area : 92*42mm.

4. Switching time of safety helmets shield : a) Light to dark : 1/25,000s.

                b) Dark to light : 0.1~1.0s, Steplessly adjustable.

5. Sensitivity:low and high, Steplessly adjustable.

6. Light state : shade DIN 4.

7. UV/IR protection : up to shade DIN 16 at all time.

8. Power on/off : Automatic.

9. Power supply : solar cells, two lithium batteries.

10. Mode : Weld / Grind.

11.Application : Mig / Tig / argon arc / arc welding / Gas welding.

12. ADF Frame Size : 110*90mm.

13. Fire resistance

14. Dimension : 340mm*240mm*220mm.

15.Operating Temperature : -5�C~＋55�C.

16. Storage Temperature : -20�C~＋70�C.

17. Compliance: 
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SE2716 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1 EN175
EN175

SE2717 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, 2" x 4-1/4" flip front lens 
for easy weld inspection, durable, protects upper chest 
and throat from sparks and spatter. Adjustable ratchet 
suspension, curved top extends well over the head for 
added protection.

Compliance:

SE2720 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, flip front type, with 
90mm x 110mm window size. Adjustable ratchet 
suspension curved top extends well over the head for 
added protection. Lenses purchased separately.

SE2719 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, 82mm x 108mm fixed 
front lens. Adjustable ratchet suspension, curved top 
extends well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

SE2722 WELDING HELMET

EN175

Fixed front type Straight shell impact resistance, with 2" 
x 4-1/4" window size. Adjustable ratchet suspension, 
curved top extends well over the head for added 
protection. Lenses purchased separately.

Compliance:

SE2721 WELDING HELMETAn unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 2" x 
4-1/4" fixed front lens offers wide viewing area, durable, 
protects upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter. 
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

SE2715 WELDING HELMET
Straight shell impact resistance, 2" x 4-1/4" flip front 
lens for easy weld inspection, durable, protects upper 
chest and throat from sparks and spatter.
Adjustable ratchet suspension, curved top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Good for use 
with ear muff.

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 2" 
x 4-1/4" flip front lens offers wide viewing area, 
durable, protects upper chest and throat from sparks 
and spatter. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight 
top extends well over the head for added protection.

Z87.1 EN175

Straight shell impact resistance, with 2" x 4-1/4" window 
size. Adjustable ratchet suspension straight top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

Flip front type

SE2723 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1

SE2714 WELDING HELMET
Straight shell, impact resistance, with 4-1/2" x 5-1/4" 
fixed front lens. Adjustable ratchet suspension, 
straight top extends well over the head for added 
protection. Lenses purchased separately.

Standard device for use with SE2722, SE2728, SE2729 
and SE2740.

SE272D RATCHET SUSPENSION

Standard device for use with SE2723, SE2724, SE2725, 
SE2726 and SE2727.

SE272B RATCHET SUSPENSION

Standard device for use with SE2711, SE2712, SE2713, 
SE2720 and SE2721.

SE272A RATCHET SUSPENSION

Welding Helmets
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SE2716 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1 EN175
EN175

SE2717 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, 2" x 4-1/4" flip front lens 
for easy weld inspection, durable, protects upper chest 
and throat from sparks and spatter. Adjustable ratchet 
suspension, curved top extends well over the head for 
added protection.

Compliance:

SE2720 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, flip front type, with 
90mm x 110mm window size. Adjustable ratchet 
suspension curved top extends well over the head for 
added protection. Lenses purchased separately.

SE2719 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, 82mm x 108mm fixed 
front lens. Adjustable ratchet suspension, curved top 
extends well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

SE2722 WELDING HELMET

EN175

Fixed front type Straight shell impact resistance, with 2" 
x 4-1/4" window size. Adjustable ratchet suspension, 
curved top extends well over the head for added 
protection. Lenses purchased separately.

Compliance:

SE2721 WELDING HELMETAn unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 2" x 
4-1/4" fixed front lens offers wide viewing area, durable, 
protects upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter. 
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

SE2715 WELDING HELMET
Straight shell impact resistance, 2" x 4-1/4" flip front 
lens for easy weld inspection, durable, protects upper 
chest and throat from sparks and spatter.
Adjustable ratchet suspension, curved top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Good for use 
with ear muff.

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 2" 
x 4-1/4" flip front lens offers wide viewing area, 
durable, protects upper chest and throat from sparks 
and spatter. Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight 
top extends well over the head for added protection.

Z87.1 EN175

Straight shell impact resistance, with 2" x 4-1/4" window 
size. Adjustable ratchet suspension straight top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

Flip front type

SE2723 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1

SE2714 WELDING HELMET
Straight shell, impact resistance, with 4-1/2" x 5-1/4" 
fixed front lens. Adjustable ratchet suspension, 
straight top extends well over the head for added 
protection. Lenses purchased separately.

Standard device for use with SE2722, SE2728, SE2729 
and SE2740.

SE272D RATCHET SUSPENSION

Standard device for use with SE2723, SE2724, SE2725, 
SE2726 and SE2727.

SE272B RATCHET SUSPENSION

Standard device for use with SE2711, SE2712, SE2713, 
SE2720 and SE2721.

SE272A RATCHET SUSPENSION
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Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. Handle inside.
Lenses not included.

SE2732 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 82mm x 108mm lens, for eyes and 
full face protection from sparks and spatter where little 
or no hands-on work is performed. Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2734 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2735 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2731 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene curved 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. 
Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2730 WELDING HANDSHIELD
Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, an unique design with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, 
for eyes and full face protection from sparks and spatter 
where little or no hands-on work is performed.
Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2733 WELDING HANDSHIELD

SE2728 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1  CSA Z94.3

Z87.1  CSA Z94.3

SE2729 WELDING HELMET
An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 4-1/2" x 
5-1/4" fixed front lens offers wide viewing area, durable, 
protects upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter. 
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 4-1/2" 
x 5-1/4" flip front lens offers wide viewing area, durable, 
protects upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter. 
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

Z87.1

Straight shell impact resistance, with 4-1/2" x 5-1/4" 
window size.
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection. Lenses purchased 
separately.
Fixed front type

SE2727 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1

EN175

EN175Flip front type

SE2724 WELDING HELMET

Flip front type

SE2726 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, with 90mm x 110mm 
window size.
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

Fixed front type

SE2725 WELDING HELMET

Welding Helmets/
Welding Handshield
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Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. Handle inside.
Lenses not included.

SE2732 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 82mm x 108mm lens, for eyes and 
full face protection from sparks and spatter where little 
or no hands-on work is performed. Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2734 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2735 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2731 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene curved 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, for eyes and full 
face protection from sparks and spatter where little or no 
hands-on work is performed. 
Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2730 WELDING HANDSHIELD
Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, an unique design with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens, 
for eyes and full face protection from sparks and spatter 
where little or no hands-on work is performed.
Handle outside.
Lenses not included.

SE2733 WELDING HANDSHIELD

SE2728 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1  CSA Z94.3

Z87.1  CSA Z94.3

SE2729 WELDING HELMET
An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 4-1/2" x 
5-1/4" fixed front lens offers wide viewing area, durable, 
protects upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter. 
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

An unique design, straight shell, impact resistance, 4-1/2" 
x 5-1/4" flip front lens offers wide viewing area, durable, 
protects upper chest and throat from sparks and spatter. 
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection.

Z87.1

Straight shell impact resistance, with 4-1/2" x 5-1/4" 
window size.
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends well 
over the head for added protection. Lenses purchased 
separately.
Fixed front type

SE2727 WELDING HELMET

Z87.1

EN175

EN175Flip front type

SE2724 WELDING HELMET

Flip front type

SE2726 WELDING HELMET

Straight shell impact resistance, with 90mm x 110mm 
window size.
Adjustable ratchet suspension, straight top extends 
well over the head for added protection. Lenses 
purchased separately.

Fixed front type

SE2725 WELDING HELMET
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Z87.1 EN166 Z87.1

Z87.1 EN175

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 90X110mm lens. Handle inside.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2737 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens. Handle inside.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2736 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 4-1/2" x 5-1/4" lens. Handle inside.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2738 WELDING HANDSHIELD

2" x 4-1/4" polycarbonate clear plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2820 CLEAR PLATE

2" x 4-1/4" polycarbonate green plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2821 WELDING PLATE

Z87.1 EN166

90mm x 110mm polycarbonate clear plate. Impact, 
spatter resistance and UV protection.

SE2830 CLEAR PLATE

Z87.1 EN166

50mm round polycarbonate green lens. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2811 WELDING LENS

50mm round polycarbonate clear lens. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2810 CLEAR LENS

Z87.1

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1 EN397

SE2741 WELDING HELMET

SE2742 WELDING HELMET
A straight shell welding helmet connected to the 
helmet with slots, 2" x 4-1/4" fixed front lens for easy 
welding and inspecting.
Lenses and helmet sold separately.

SE2740 WELDING HELMET
A semi-aluminum bracket fixed with impact 
resistance straight shell, with 2" x 4-1/4" flip front lens 
for easy welding inspection.
It's easy to fit with most type of hard hat in markets. 
Lenses and hard hat purchased separately.

A straight shell welding helmet connected to the helmet 
with slots, 2" x 4-1/4" flip front lens for easy welding and 
inspecting. Lenses and helmet sold separately.

Welding helmet

Helmet

4-1/2" x 5-1/4" polycarbonate clear plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2840 CLEAR PLATE

90mm x 110mm polycarbonate green plate. Impact, 
spatter resistance and UV protection.

SE2831 WELDING PLATE

4-1/2" x 5-1/4" polycarbonate green plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2841 WELDING PLATE

Welding Handshield/
PC Plates
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Z87.1 EN166 Z87.1

Z87.1 EN175

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 90X110mm lens. Handle inside.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2737 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 2" x 4-1/4" lens. Handle inside.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2736 WELDING HANDSHIELD

Toughness and moisture proof polypropylene straight 
shell, with fixed front 4-1/2" x 5-1/4" lens. Handle inside.
Lenses purchased separately.

SE2738 WELDING HANDSHIELD

2" x 4-1/4" polycarbonate clear plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2820 CLEAR PLATE

2" x 4-1/4" polycarbonate green plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2821 WELDING PLATE

Z87.1 EN166

90mm x 110mm polycarbonate clear plate. Impact, 
spatter resistance and UV protection.

SE2830 CLEAR PLATE

Z87.1 EN166

50mm round polycarbonate green lens. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2811 WELDING LENS

50mm round polycarbonate clear lens. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2810 CLEAR LENS

Z87.1

Z87.1 EN175

Z87.1 EN397

SE2741 WELDING HELMET

SE2742 WELDING HELMET
A straight shell welding helmet connected to the 
helmet with slots, 2" x 4-1/4" fixed front lens for easy 
welding and inspecting.
Lenses and helmet sold separately.

SE2740 WELDING HELMET
A semi-aluminum bracket fixed with impact 
resistance straight shell, with 2" x 4-1/4" flip front lens 
for easy welding inspection.
It's easy to fit with most type of hard hat in markets. 
Lenses and hard hat purchased separately.

A straight shell welding helmet connected to the helmet 
with slots, 2" x 4-1/4" flip front lens for easy welding and 
inspecting. Lenses and helmet sold separately.

Welding helmet

Helmet

4-1/2" x 5-1/4" polycarbonate clear plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2840 CLEAR PLATE

90mm x 110mm polycarbonate green plate. Impact, 
spatter resistance and UV protection.

SE2831 WELDING PLATE

4-1/2" x 5-1/4" polycarbonate green plate. Impact, spatter 
resistance and UV protection.

SE2841 WELDING PLATE
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are approved for use againsatn dso lliiqdu id aeross 
aoclcording to EN149: 2001. 
They are suit apbrloet efocrtion against 
low-to-avoexriacgitey t harmful materials in concenst 
ruapti oton 12 x OEL or 10 x APF.

EN149: 2001 
FFP2 Particulate Respirators

are approved for use againsatn dso lliiqdu id aeross 
aoclcording to EN149: 2001. 
They are suit apbrloet efocrtion againosnt -ntoxic 
harmful materials in contcreantions up to 4 x OEL or 4 
x APF.
► OEL:Occupational Exposure Limit
► APF:Assigned Protection Factor

EN149: 2001 
FFP1 Particulate Respirators

are approved for use againsatn dso lliiqdu id aeross 
aoclcording to EN149: 2001.

They are suit apbrloet efocrtion against high toxicity 
harmful materials in conncterartions up to 50 x OEL or 
20 x APF.

EN149: 2001 
FFP3 Particulate Respirators

N95 disposable particulate respirators are approved 
with filtration 95% effective against particulate 
aerosols free of oils. Conforms to NIOSH

42 CFR Part 84 standard as N95 class.

NIOSH N95 
Approved Particulate Respirators

Dolomite clogging test is an optional test under morms 
EN149:2001.
Those respirators which pass the dolomite clogging test 
are proved a more comfortable breathing while wearing 
the respirators and will be marked as symbol"D"after the 
class of respirators such as FFPID.

The Dolomite test is to expose the respirator under a 
concentration of dolomite dust at 400_+100 mg/m3 with 
dust size ranging from 0.7~12 m with a simulated 
breathing at 2 liter/stroke. Continue the test until 
measured dust concentration and exposure time 833 mg.
h/m3 or until the peak resistance reaches the specified 
limit. 
Then measure the breathing resistance and the filter 
penetration.

Special Features :
1. Metal Free -- no metal nosepiece or staple.

2. Adjustable Headstrap -- with competitive price, the 
customers can enjoy the convenience of adjustable 
headstrap.

3. Pre-Shape Nose Cushion -- no metal nosepiece 
required.

4. Intimate Touch -- soft Polypropylene inner lining.

5. Latex-Free Cloth Headstrap -- knitted cloth headstrap 
can eliminates the adhesion of rubber headstrap 
against the face when there is perspiration.

6. Easy Wearing and Storage -- the customers can hang 
the masks in front of their chest when not in use.

EN149:2001 +A1:2009 
Dolomite Clogging Test Approval

No Staple for Headstrap

Adjustable Headstrap

Length of Headstrap can be adjusted 
easily

Pre-shaped Nose Bridge requires no 
metal noseband.

Soft Polypropylene (P.P.) Inner Layer 
provides excellent facial fit.

High Density Latex-Free Cloth Strap 
feels comfortable against the skin.

Loop Strap allows mask to conveniently 
hang around the neck for easy wearing
and storage.

Respirators
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are approved for use againsatn dso lliiqdu id aeross 
aoclcording to EN149: 2001. 
They are suit apbrloet efocrtion against 
low-to-avoexriacgitey t harmful materials in concenst 
ruapti oton 12 x OEL or 10 x APF.

EN149: 2001 
FFP2 Particulate Respirators

are approved for use againsatn dso lliiqdu id aeross 
aoclcording to EN149: 2001. 
They are suit apbrloet efocrtion againosnt -ntoxic 
harmful materials in contcreantions up to 4 x OEL or 4 
x APF.
► OEL:Occupational Exposure Limit
► APF:Assigned Protection Factor

EN149: 2001 
FFP1 Particulate Respirators

are approved for use againsatn dso lliiqdu id aeross 
aoclcording to EN149: 2001.

They are suit apbrloet efocrtion against high toxicity 
harmful materials in conncterartions up to 50 x OEL or 
20 x APF.

EN149: 2001 
FFP3 Particulate Respirators

N95 disposable particulate respirators are approved 
with filtration 95% effective against particulate 
aerosols free of oils. Conforms to NIOSH

42 CFR Part 84 standard as N95 class.

NIOSH N95 
Approved Particulate Respirators

Dolomite clogging test is an optional test under morms 
EN149:2001.
Those respirators which pass the dolomite clogging test 
are proved a more comfortable breathing while wearing 
the respirators and will be marked as symbol"D"after the 
class of respirators such as FFPID.

The Dolomite test is to expose the respirator under a 
concentration of dolomite dust at 400_+100 mg/m3 with 
dust size ranging from 0.7~12 m with a simulated 
breathing at 2 liter/stroke. Continue the test until 
measured dust concentration and exposure time 833 mg.
h/m3 or until the peak resistance reaches the specified 
limit. 
Then measure the breathing resistance and the filter 
penetration.

Special Features :
1. Metal Free -- no metal nosepiece or staple.

2. Adjustable Headstrap -- with competitive price, the 
customers can enjoy the convenience of adjustable 
headstrap.

3. Pre-Shape Nose Cushion -- no metal nosepiece 
required.

4. Intimate Touch -- soft Polypropylene inner lining.

5. Latex-Free Cloth Headstrap -- knitted cloth headstrap 
can eliminates the adhesion of rubber headstrap 
against the face when there is perspiration.

6. Easy Wearing and Storage -- the customers can hang 
the masks in front of their chest when not in use.

EN149:2001 +A1:2009 
Dolomite Clogging Test Approval

No Staple for Headstrap

Adjustable Headstrap

Length of Headstrap can be adjusted 
easily

Pre-shaped Nose Bridge requires no 
metal noseband.

Soft Polypropylene (P.P.) Inner Layer 
provides excellent facial fit.

High Density Latex-Free Cloth Strap 
feels comfortable against the skin.

Loop Strap allows mask to conveniently 
hang around the neck for easy wearing
and storage.
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Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP1D standards.
For protection against non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, 
such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. 
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1245 
FFP1D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP1D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 
4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable 
oils and soft wood. Recommended applications for textile industry, craft 
work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1255 
FFP1D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP2D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic and low to average toxicity solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 10x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china, clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, 
mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, 
iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, 
woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospitals, 
laboratory and disease control, etc.

SE1256 
FFP2D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP1D standards. Loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor below 
OEL. For protection against non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1265 
FFP1D OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CEEN149:2001 FFP1D standards. Loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor and 
acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic and low to average 
toxicity solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 
4.5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china, clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, 
hardwood, glass fibers, plastic carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended 
applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and 
casting of metals, hospitals, laboratory and disease control, etc.

SE1267 
FFP1D OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN149 2001 FFP1D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
below OEL. For protection against non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such 
as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1290 
FFP1D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN149 2001 FFP2D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
below OEL. For protection against non-toxic and low to average toxicity 
solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ 
OEL/ TLV or 10x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china, clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended applications: 
textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospitals, laboratory and disease control, etc.

SE1291 
FFP2D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP2D standards. With exhalation valve 
for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance 
organic vapor and acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic 
and low to average toxicity solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in 
concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 10x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china, clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous 
metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral 
oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis 
(T.B). Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, 
welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospitals, laboratory and 
disease control, etc.

SE1292 
FFP2D VALVED OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP3D standards. For protection against 
non-toxic, low-to-average toxicity and high toxicity solid and liquid 
aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 50 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 
20 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, 
manganese, nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses 
and enzymes.

SE1293 
FFP3D PREMIUN RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP3D standards. With exhalation valve 
for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic, low-to-average toxicity and high toxicity solid and liquid 
aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 50 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 
20 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B), chromium, 
manganese, nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses 
and enzymes.

SE1294 
FFP3D VALVED PREMIUM RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP2D standards.
For protection against non-toxic and low to average toxicity solid and 
liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ OEL/ 
TLV or 10x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china, clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, 
hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, 
aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B). 
Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, 
welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospitals, laboratory and 
disease control, etc.

SE1246 
FFP2D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

NOTE: 
MAC: Maximum Admissible Concentration 
OEL: Occupational Exposure Limit
TLV: Threshold Limit Value 
APF: Assigned Protection Factor

Respirators
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Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP1D standards.
For protection against non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, 
such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. 
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1245 
FFP1D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP1D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 
4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable 
oils and soft wood. Recommended applications for textile industry, craft 
work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1255 
FFP1D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP2D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic and low to average toxicity solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 10x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china, clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, 
mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, 
iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, 
woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospitals, 
laboratory and disease control, etc.

SE1256 
FFP2D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP1D standards. Loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor below 
OEL. For protection against non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1265 
FFP1D OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CEEN149:2001 FFP1D standards. Loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor and 
acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic and low to average 
toxicity solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 
4.5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china, clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, 
hardwood, glass fibers, plastic carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended 
applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and 
casting of metals, hospitals, laboratory and disease control, etc.

SE1267 
FFP1D OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN149 2001 FFP1D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
below OEL. For protection against non-toxic solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. 
oil-mists) in concentrations up to 4,5 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 4 x APF, such 
as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1290 
FFP1D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN149 2001 FFP2D standards. With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
below OEL. For protection against non-toxic and low to average toxicity 
solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ 
OEL/ TLV or 10x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china, clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended applications: 
textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospitals, laboratory and disease control, etc.

SE1291 
FFP2D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP2D standards. With exhalation valve 
for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance 
organic vapor and acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic 
and low to average toxicity solid and liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in 
concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 10x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china, clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous 
metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral 
oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis 
(T.B). Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, 
welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospitals, laboratory and 
disease control, etc.

SE1292 
FFP2D VALVED OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP3D standards. For protection against 
non-toxic, low-to-average toxicity and high toxicity solid and liquid 
aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 50 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 
20 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, 
manganese, nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses 
and enzymes.

SE1293 
FFP3D PREMIUN RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP3D standards. With exhalation valve 
for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic, low-to-average toxicity and high toxicity solid and liquid 
aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 50 x MAC/ OEL/ TLV or 
20 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B), chromium, 
manganese, nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses 
and enzymes.

SE1294 
FFP3D VALVED PREMIUM RESPIRATOR

Conforms to CE EN 149 2001 FFP2D standards.
For protection against non-toxic and low to average toxicity solid and 
liquid aerosols (e.g. oil-mists) in concentrations up to 12 x MAC/ OEL/ 
TLV or 10x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china, clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, 
hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, 
aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B). 
Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, 
welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospitals, laboratory and 
disease control, etc.

SE1246 
FFP2D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

NOTE: 
MAC: Maximum Admissible Concentration 
OEL: Occupational Exposure Limit
TLV: Threshold Limit Value 
APF: Assigned Protection Factor
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Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge avoids 
open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ 
inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft edges fit different 
facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask 
around the neck when not in use. For protection against non-toxic harmful solid 
and liquid aerosols containing the following materials in concentrations up to 4 x 
OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. 
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

EN149　2001　+A1:2009

SE1200 
FFP1D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design,sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polyproylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications 
for textile industry, carft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc

SE1202 
FFP1D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection from 
low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols and smoke containing 
the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 x APF, such 
as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, 
mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberclosis(T.B). Recommended applications:textile industry, craft work, 
iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, 
woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, 
laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1203 
FFP2D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection from 
high toxicity harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 50 x OEL or 20 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, 
mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, nickel platinum, strychnine, 
metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes. Recommended applications: 
textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control, pharmacectical industry, 
Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1204 
FFP3D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards, Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. Loaded with high perfomance acid-resistant active carbon 
pre-filter against nuisance Organic vapor and acid gas below OEL. For 
protection against non-toxic harmufl solid and liquid aerosols contatining 
the following materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such 
as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1205 
FFP1D OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards.Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance acid-resistant active carbon 
pre-fifter against nuisance organic vapor and acid gas below OEL. For 
protection from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols and 
smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x 
OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B). Recommended 
applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and 
casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1206 
FFP2D VALVED OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. Loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor below OEL. For protection against non-toxic 
harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following materials in 
concertrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, 
china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur,cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, 
vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications for textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1207 
FFP1D OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use.With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL. For protection against 
non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour,carbon, 
ferrous industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1208 
FFP1D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL. For protection against 
non-toxic harmful soild and liquid aerosols contaning the following 
materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, 
cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control....etc.

SE1209 
FFP2D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge avoids 
open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene (P.P) outer/ 
inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft edges fit different 
facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask 
around the neck when not in use.For protection from high toxicity harmful solid 
and liquid aerosols containing the following materials in concentrations up to 50 x 
OEL or 20 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass 
fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, nickel platinum, 
strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes. Recommended 
applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control, pharmacectical industry, 
Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1213 
FFP3 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge avoids open 
layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene (P.P) outer/ inner 
layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial 
shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the 
neck when not in use. For protection from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, 
liquid aerosols and smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 
12 xOEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, 
carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, 
cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1201 
FFP2D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

FOLD-FLAT TYPE
•
•Optional Dolomite (D) clogging test for more 
  comfortable breathing.
•Foldable design for easy carrying and storage.
  Individually hygienically packed.
•Sealed edge avoids open layers and eliminates the 
  possibilty of irritation.
•P.P. outer/inner layers provide smooth lining and 
  comfortable feel.
•Soft edges can fit different facial shapes with 
  minimum leakage.
•Continuous loop design can allow the user to hang 
  the mask around the neck when it is not in use.
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Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge avoids 
open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ 
inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft edges fit different 
facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask 
around the neck when not in use. For protection against non-toxic harmful solid 
and liquid aerosols containing the following materials in concentrations up to 4 x 
OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. 
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

EN149　2001　+A1:2009

SE1200 
FFP1D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design,sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polyproylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection against 
non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications 
for textile industry, carft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc

SE1202 
FFP1D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection from 
low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols and smoke containing 
the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 x APF, such 
as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, 
mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberclosis(T.B). Recommended applications:textile industry, craft work, 
iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, 
woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, 
laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1203 
FFP2D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For protection from 
high toxicity harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 50 x OEL or 20 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, carbon, 
mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, nickel platinum, strychnine, 
metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes. Recommended applications: 
textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control, pharmacectical industry, 
Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1204 
FFP3D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards, Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. Loaded with high perfomance acid-resistant active carbon 
pre-filter against nuisance Organic vapor and acid gas below OEL. For 
protection against non-toxic harmufl solid and liquid aerosols contatining 
the following materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such 
as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1205 
FFP1D OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards.Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance acid-resistant active carbon 
pre-fifter against nuisance organic vapor and acid gas below OEL. For 
protection from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols and 
smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x 
OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, 
bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B). Recommended 
applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and 
casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1206 
FFP2D VALVED OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. Loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor below OEL. For protection against non-toxic 
harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following materials in 
concertrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, 
china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur,cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, 
vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications for textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1207 
FFP1D OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use.With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL. For protection against 
non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour,carbon, 
ferrous industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1208 
FFP1D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL. For protection against 
non-toxic harmful soild and liquid aerosols contaning the following 
materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, 
cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control....etc.

SE1209 
FFP2D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge avoids 
open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene (P.P) outer/ 
inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft edges fit different 
facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask 
around the neck when not in use.For protection from high toxicity harmful solid 
and liquid aerosols containing the following materials in concentrations up to 50 x 
OEL or 20 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass 
fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, nickel platinum, 
strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes. Recommended 
applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control, pharmacectical industry, 
Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1213 
FFP3 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge avoids open 
layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene (P.P) outer/ inner 
layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial 
shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the 
neck when not in use. For protection from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, 
liquid aerosols and smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 
12 xOEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, 
carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (T.B). Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and 
steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding work, 
cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1201 
FFP2D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

FOLD-FLAT TYPE
•
•Optional Dolomite (D) clogging test for more 
  comfortable breathing.
•Foldable design for easy carrying and storage.
  Individually hygienically packed.
•Sealed edge avoids open layers and eliminates the 
  possibilty of irritation.
•P.P. outer/inner layers provide smooth lining and 
  comfortable feel.
•Soft edges can fit different facial shapes with 
  minimum leakage.
•Continuous loop design can allow the user to hang 
  the mask around the neck when it is not in use.
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Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. For protection 
from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols and smoke 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 xOEL or 10 x 
APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, 
carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B).
Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control....etc.

SE1223 
FFP2 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design,sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polyproylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For 
protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the 
following materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, carft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1224 
FFP1 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up.
For protection from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols 
and smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x 
OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, 
plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberclosis(T.B). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, 
hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1225 
FFP2 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. Loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor below OEL.
For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concertrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x 
APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur,cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood.
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1226 
FFP1 OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use.With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL.
For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x 
APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour,carbon, ferrous industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1227 
FFP1 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL.
For protection against non-toxic harmful soild and liquid aerosols 
contaning the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood.
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control....etc.

SE1228 
FFP2 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up.
For protection from high toxicity harmful solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 50 x OEL or 20 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass 
fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, 
nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes.
Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control, pharmacectical industry, Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of 
batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1229 
FFP3 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed 
edge avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck 
when not in use. For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and 
liquid aerosols containing the following materials in concentrations up 
to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, 
vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications for textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering and woodworking, etc. 

SE1222 
FFP1 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

VERTICAL FOLD-FLAT TYPE 
RESPIRATOR
•Foldable design for easy carrying and storage.
•Polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers 
  provide smooth lining and comfortable feel.
•Invisible nose bridge without exposure of 
  metal parts.
•No staple used, avoid the contact between 
  skin and metal, suitable for those 
  environments where metal is not allowed.
•Cool latex-free textile braided head strap 
  for comfortable wearing.
•Patented head strap buckle to adjust the 
  length for various facial sizes.
•Continuous loop design can allow hanging 
  the mask around the neck when not in use.
•Individually hygienically packed.
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Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. For protection 
from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols and smoke 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 xOEL or 10 x 
APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, 
carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B).
Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control....etc.

SE1223 
FFP2 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design,sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polyproylene 
(P.P) outer/ inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. For 
protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols containing the 
following materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, carft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1224 
FFP1 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, polypropylene 
(P.P) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and comfortable feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum leakage, continuous loop 
allow to hang the mask around the neck when not in use. With exhalation 
valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up.
For protection from low-to average toxicity harmful solid, liquid aerosols 
and smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x 
OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, 
plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberclosis(T.B). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, 
hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1225 
FFP2 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. Loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor below OEL.
For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concertrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x 
APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur,cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood.
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1226 
FFP1 OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use.With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL.
For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x 
APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour,carbon, ferrous industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1227 
FFP1 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up, also loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter 
against nuisance organic vapor below OEL.
For protection against non-toxic harmful soild and liquid aerosols 
contaning the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood.
Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control....etc.

SE1228 
FFP2 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards. Foldable design, sealed edge 
avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck when 
not in use. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air 
build up.
For protection from high toxicity harmful solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 50 x OEL or 20 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass 
fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, 
nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes.
Recommended applications: textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control, pharmacectical industry, Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of 
batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1229 
FFP3 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. Foldable design, sealed 
edge avoids open layers and eliminates the possibility of irritation, 
polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers provides smooth lining and 
comfortable feel, soft edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask around the neck 
when not in use. For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and 
liquid aerosols containing the following materials in concentrations up 
to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, 
vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications for textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering and woodworking, etc. 

SE1222 
FFP1 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

VERTICAL FOLD-FLAT TYPE 
RESPIRATOR
•Foldable design for easy carrying and storage.
•Polypropylene (P.P.) outer/inner layers 
  provide smooth lining and comfortable feel.
•Invisible nose bridge without exposure of 
  metal parts.
•No staple used, avoid the contact between 
  skin and metal, suitable for those 
  environments where metal is not allowed.
•Cool latex-free textile braided head strap 
  for comfortable wearing.
•Patented head strap buckle to adjust the 
  length for various facial sizes.
•Continuous loop design can allow hanging 
  the mask around the neck when not in use.
•Individually hygienically packed.
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SE1240 is a certified FFP1 disposable particulate respirator for use against 
solid and liquid aerosols. It's suitable for protection from non-toxic harmful 
aerosols in concentrations up to 4xOEL or 4xAPF. Recommended 
applications : textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering and woodworking (except hardwood) ..etc.
FFP1 respirators can provide protection against solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials such as : calcium carbonate, china clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable 
oils and soft wood.

SE1240 
FFP1 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards.With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures 
custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid in concentrations 
up to 4 x OEL or 4 x AFP, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and 
soft wood.Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron 
and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1241 
FFP1D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards.With polypropylene(P.P)outer 
layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal avoids 
open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures 
custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance. For 
protection against low-to-average toxicity harmful solid, liquid and smoke 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, 
plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, 
hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1242 
FFP2D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards.With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe 
seal avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber 
headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses /goggles 
and reduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece 
ensures custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up . 
For protection against non-toxic harmful soild and liquid in concentrations 
up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and 
soft wood. Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work , 
iron and steel industry, mining, undergruound civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1251 
FFP1D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. With polypropylene (P.P.) 
outer layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber 
headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles 
and ruduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece 
ensures custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. 
For protection against low-to-average toxicity harmful solid, liquid and 
smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x 
OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tu berculosis(T.B.).
Recommended applications:textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control ....etc.

SE1252 
FFP2D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards.With unique design provides 
very low breathing resistance, polypropylene(P.P.)outer layers provides 
smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal avoids open layer 
around the edges, adjustable headstrap ensure the best seal with 
minimum leakage, contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses 
/goggles and reduces fogging, full facial close-cell nose foam and 
adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape and increase the worker 
comfort and acceptance. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and 
reduce hot air build up .
For protection from high toxicity harmful soild and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 50 x OEL or 20 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass 
fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, 
nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes. 
Recommended applications:textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control, pharmaceutical industry, Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of 
batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1259 
FFP3D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

FEATURES
•
•Optional Dolomite (D) clogging test for more 
  comfortable breathing.
•Double Polyester layers for collapse resistance.
•Embossed fringe seal avoids fluffy open layer 
  around the edges.
•Latex-Free synthetic rubber head-strap.
•Contour design ensures the compatibility of 
  glasses/goggles and reduces fogging.
•Soft nose foam and adjustable nose clip ensure 
  custom shape and increase the worker comfort 
  and acceptance.

BASIC SERIES:CONE TYPE
•
•Optional Dolomite (D) clogging test for more 
  comfortable breathing.
•Polypropylene (P.P)outer layers provides 
  smooth lining and avoids loose fibers.
•Embossed fringe seal avoids fluffy open layers 
  around the edges. Latex-free synthetic rubber 
  headstrap.
•Contour design ensures the compatibility of 
  glasses/ goggles and reduces fogging.
•Soft nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensure 
  custom shape and increase the worker comfort 
  and acceptance.

FEATURES OF SE1259
•Unique "Big Eye" design provides very low 
  breathing resistance due to the increased 
  filtration area.
•Adjustable headstrap ensures the best facial seal 
  with minimum leakage.
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SE1240 is a certified FFP1 disposable particulate respirator for use against 
solid and liquid aerosols. It's suitable for protection from non-toxic harmful 
aerosols in concentrations up to 4xOEL or 4xAPF. Recommended 
applications : textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering and woodworking (except hardwood) ..etc.
FFP1 respirators can provide protection against solid and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials such as : calcium carbonate, china clay, 
cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable 
oils and soft wood.

SE1240 
FFP1 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards.With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures 
custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
For protection against non-toxic harmful solid and liquid in concentrations 
up to 4 x OEL or 4 x AFP, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and 
soft wood.Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work, iron 
and steel industry, mining, underground civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1241 
FFP1D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards.With polypropylene(P.P)outer 
layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal avoids 
open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures 
custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance. For 
protection against low-to-average toxicity harmful solid, liquid and smoke 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, 
plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, 
hospital, laboratory and disease control....etc.

SE1242 
FFP2D PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards.With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe 
seal avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber 
headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses /goggles 
and reduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece 
ensures custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up . 
For protection against non-toxic harmful soild and liquid in concentrations 
up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and 
soft wood. Recommended applications for textile industry, craft work , 
iron and steel industry, mining, undergruound civil engineering and 
woodworking, etc.

SE1251 
FFP1D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. With polypropylene (P.P.) 
outer layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber 
headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles 
and ruduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece 
ensures custom shape and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up. 
For protection against low-to-average toxicity harmful solid, liquid and 
smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x 
OEL or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, 
glass fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tu berculosis(T.B.).
Recommended applications:textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work, cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control ....etc.

SE1252 
FFP2D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP3 standards.With unique design provides 
very low breathing resistance, polypropylene(P.P.)outer layers provides 
smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal avoids open layer 
around the edges, adjustable headstrap ensure the best seal with 
minimum leakage, contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses 
/goggles and reduces fogging, full facial close-cell nose foam and 
adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape and increase the worker 
comfort and acceptance. With exhalation valve for breathing easier and 
reduce hot air build up .
For protection from high toxicity harmful soild and liquid aerosols 
containing the following materials in concentrations up to 50 x OEL or 20 
x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass 
fibers, plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, copper, aluminum, bacteria, 
fungi and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B), chromium, manganese, 
nickel platinum, strychnine, metal dust and smoke, viruses and enzymes. 
Recommended applications:textile industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil engineering, woodworking, welding 
work cutting and casing of metals, hospital, laboratory and disease 
control, pharmaceutical industry, Disposal of toxic waste, manufacture of 
batteries(Ni-Cad)....etc.

SE1259 
FFP3D VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

FEATURES
•
•Optional Dolomite (D) clogging test for more 
  comfortable breathing.
•Double Polyester layers for collapse resistance.
•Embossed fringe seal avoids fluffy open layer 
  around the edges.
•Latex-Free synthetic rubber head-strap.
•Contour design ensures the compatibility of 
  glasses/goggles and reduces fogging.
•Soft nose foam and adjustable nose clip ensure 
  custom shape and increase the worker comfort 
  and acceptance.

BASIC SERIES:CONE TYPE
•
•Optional Dolomite (D) clogging test for more 
  comfortable breathing.
•Polypropylene (P.P)outer layers provides 
  smooth lining and avoids loose fibers.
•Embossed fringe seal avoids fluffy open layers 
  around the edges. Latex-free synthetic rubber 
  headstrap.
•Contour design ensures the compatibility of 
  glasses/ goggles and reduces fogging.
•Soft nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensure 
  custom shape and increase the worker comfort 
  and acceptance.

FEATURES OF SE1259
•Unique "Big Eye" design provides very low 
  breathing resistance due to the increased 
  filtration area.
•Adjustable headstrap ensures the best facial seal 
  with minimum leakage.
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Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape 
and increase the worker comfort and accepatance. Loaded with high 
performance acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic 
vapor and acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic harmful 
solid and liquid in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF,such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications 
for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry,mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1264 
FFP1D OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards.With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape 
and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also 
loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance 
oraganic vapor below OEL. For protections against non-toxic harmful solid 
and liquid in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood.Recommended applications 
for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1266 
FFP1D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards.With polypropylene (P.P)outer 
layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal avoids 
open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, contour 
design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, 
soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape 
and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor below 
OEL.For protection against low-to-average toxicity harmful solid, liquid and 
smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL 
or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, 
plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, 
hospital, laboratory and disease control ....etc.

SE1269 
FFP2D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1272 
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1274 
N95 OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1282 
N95 OV PARTICUALTE RESPIRATOR

SE1283 
N95 VALVED OV PARTICUALTE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. With collapse resistant 
double shell construction made to withstand hot and humid 
conditions, fringe seal avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free 
synthetic ruber headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility 
of glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam 
and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape and increase the 
worker comfort and acceptance. Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
and acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic harmful 
solid and liquild in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking etc.

SE1260 
FFP1D OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. With polypropylene 
(P.P)outer layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, 
fringe seal avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic 
rubber headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility of 
glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and 
adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape and increase the worker 
comfort and acceptance. With exhalation valve for breathing easier 
and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
and acid gas below OEL. For protection against low-to-average 
toxicity harmful soild, liquid and smoke containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, 
carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control ....etc.

SE1262 
FFP2D VALVED OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1273 
N95 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

N95 disposable particulate respirators are 
approved with filtration 95% effective 
against particulate aerosols free of oils. 
Conforms to NIOSH 42 CFR Part 84 
standard as N95 class.
Recommended applications : textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering and woodworking, hospital, 
laboratory, and disease control ...etc.
N95 respirators can provide protection 
against particulate aerosols free of oils 
containing the following materials such as : 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, hard wood, coal, iron ore, 
aluminum, free silicon, bacteria and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B.).

OPTIONS OF PRODUCTS
Exhalation Valve : Make breathing easier and 
reduce hot air build up.
OV Pre-Filter : Loaded withhigh performance 
active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic 
vapor (OV) below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter : Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor (OV) and acid gas (AG) 
below PEL.Exhalation Valve : Make breathing 
easier and reduce hot air build up.
OV Pre-Filter : Loaded withhigh performance 
active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic 
vapor (OV) below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter : Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor (OV) and acid gas (AG) 
below PEL.
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Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape 
and increase the worker comfort and accepatance. Loaded with high 
performance acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic 
vapor and acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic harmful 
solid and liquid in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF,such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended applications 
for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry,mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1264 
FFP1D OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards.With collapse resistant double 
shell construction made to withstand hot and humid conditions, fringe seal 
avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, 
contour design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces 
fogging, soft nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape 
and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.
With exhalation valve for breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also 
loaded with high performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance 
oraganic vapor below OEL. For protections against non-toxic harmful solid 
and liquid in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4x APF, such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood.Recommended applications 
for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering and woodworking, etc.

SE1266 
FFP1D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards.With polypropylene (P.P)outer 
layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, fringe seal avoids 
open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap, contour 
design ensures the compatibility of glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, 
soft close-cell nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape 
and increase the worker comfort and acceptance.With exhalation valve for 
breathing easier and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high 
performance active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor below 
OEL.For protection against low-to-average toxicity harmful solid, liquid and 
smoke containing the following materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL 
or 10 x APF, such as calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, 
sulfur, cotton, flour, ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, 
plastic, carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of metals, 
hospital, laboratory and disease control ....etc.

SE1269 
FFP2D VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1272 
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1274 
N95 OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1282 
N95 OV PARTICUALTE RESPIRATOR

SE1283 
N95 VALVED OV PARTICUALTE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP1 standards. With collapse resistant 
double shell construction made to withstand hot and humid 
conditions, fringe seal avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free 
synthetic ruber headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility 
of glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam 
and adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape and increase the 
worker comfort and acceptance. Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
and acid gas below OEL. For protection against non-toxic harmful 
solid and liquild in concentrations up to 4 x OEL or 4 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
carbon, ferrous metals, vegetable oils and soft wood. Recommended 
applications for textile industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, 
mining, underground civil engineering and woodworking etc.

SE1260 
FFP1D OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

Conforms to EN149 2001 FFP2 standards. With polypropylene 
(P.P)outer layers provides smooth lining and avoids loose fibers, 
fringe seal avoids open layer around the edges, latex-free synthetic 
rubber headstrap, contour design ensures the compatibility of 
glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, soft close-cell nose foam and 
adjustable nosepiece ensures custom shape and increase the worker 
comfort and acceptance. With exhalation valve for breathing easier 
and reduce hot air build up, also loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic vapor 
and acid gas below OEL. For protection against low-to-average 
toxicity harmful soild, liquid and smoke containing the following 
materials in concentrations up to 12 x OEL or 10 x APF, such as 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, 
ferrous metals, vegetable oils, hardwood, glass fibers, plastic, 
carbon, mineral oils, quartz, aluminum, bacteria, fungi and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.). Recommended applications:textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering, woodworking, welding work, cutting and casing of 
metals, hospital, laboratory and disease control ....etc.

SE1262 
FFP2D VALVED OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1273 
N95 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

N95 disposable particulate respirators are 
approved with filtration 95% effective 
against particulate aerosols free of oils. 
Conforms to NIOSH 42 CFR Part 84 
standard as N95 class.
Recommended applications : textile 
industry, craft work, iron and steel 
industry, mining, underground civil 
engineering and woodworking, hospital, 
laboratory, and disease control ...etc.
N95 respirators can provide protection 
against particulate aerosols free of oils 
containing the following materials such as : 
calcium carbonate, china clay, cement, 
cellulose, sulfur, cotton, flour, carbon, 
ferrous metals, hard wood, coal, iron ore, 
aluminum, free silicon, bacteria and 
mycobacterium tuberculosis (T.B.).

OPTIONS OF PRODUCTS
Exhalation Valve : Make breathing easier and 
reduce hot air build up.
OV Pre-Filter : Loaded withhigh performance 
active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic 
vapor (OV) below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter : Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor (OV) and acid gas (AG) 
below PEL.Exhalation Valve : Make breathing 
easier and reduce hot air build up.
OV Pre-Filter : Loaded withhigh performance 
active carbon pre-filter against nuisance organic 
vapor (OV) below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter : Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor (OV) and acid gas (AG) 
below PEL.
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SE1275 
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1277 
N95 OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1276 
N95 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1278 
N95 OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1279 
N95 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1285 
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1287 
N95 OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1288 
N95 OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1289 
N95 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1286 
N95 VALVED PRATICULATE RESPIRATOR

NIOSH N95 APPROVED CONE TYPE 
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
Conforms to NIOSH 42 CFR Part 84 standard as 
N95 class, with filtration 95% effective against 
particulate aerosols free of oils.

With collapse resistant double shell construction 
made to withstand hot and humid conditions, 
fringe seal avoids open layer around the edges, 
latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap.
contour design ensures the compatibility of 
glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, soft close-cell 
nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures 
custom shape and increase the worker comfort 
and acceptance.

Protection against particulate aerosols free of oils 
containing the following materials such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, hard 
wood,coal, iron ore, aluminum, free silica, bacteria 
and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.).

Recommended applications:textile industry, craft 
work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering, woodworking, hospital, labora-
tory, and disease control ....etc.

OPTIONS OF PRODUCTS
Exhalation Valve:Make breathing easier and reduce 
hot air build up.
OV-Pre-Filter:Loaded with high performance 
active carbon pre-filter against organic vapor 
below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter: Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor and acid gas below PEL.

OPTIONS OF PRODUCTS
Exhalation Valve:Make breathing easier and 
reduce hot air build up.
OV Pre-Filter:Loaded with high performance 
active carbon pre-filter against organic vapor 
below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter: Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor and acid gas below PEL.

NIOSH N95 APPROVED FOLD-FLAT 
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
Conforms to NIOSH 42 CFR Part 84 standard as 
N95 class, with filtration 95% effective against 
particulate aerosols free of oils.

With foldable design sealed edge avoids open 
layers and eliminates the possibility feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask 
around the neck when not in use, adjustable 
nosepiece to provide a custom and comfortable 
seal.

Protection against particulate areosols free of oils 
containing the following materials such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, hard wood, 
coal, iron ore, aluminum, free silica, bacteria 
andmycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.).

Recommended applications:textile industry, craft 
work, iron andsteel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, 
hospital, laboratory, and disease control....etc.

Respirators
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SE1275 
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1277 
N95 OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1276 
N95 VALVED PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1278 
N95 OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1279 
N95 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1285 
N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1287 
N95 OV/AG PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1288 
N95 OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1289 
N95 VALVED OV PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR

SE1286 
N95 VALVED PRATICULATE RESPIRATOR

NIOSH N95 APPROVED CONE TYPE 
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
Conforms to NIOSH 42 CFR Part 84 standard as 
N95 class, with filtration 95% effective against 
particulate aerosols free of oils.

With collapse resistant double shell construction 
made to withstand hot and humid conditions, 
fringe seal avoids open layer around the edges, 
latex-free synthetic rubber headstrap.
contour design ensures the compatibility of 
glasses/goggles and reduces fogging, soft close-cell 
nose foam and adjustable nosepiece ensures 
custom shape and increase the worker comfort 
and acceptance.

Protection against particulate aerosols free of oils 
containing the following materials such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, hard 
wood,coal, iron ore, aluminum, free silica, bacteria 
and mycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.).

Recommended applications:textile industry, craft 
work, iron and steel industry, mining, underground 
civil engineering, woodworking, hospital, labora-
tory, and disease control ....etc.

OPTIONS OF PRODUCTS
Exhalation Valve:Make breathing easier and reduce 
hot air build up.
OV-Pre-Filter:Loaded with high performance 
active carbon pre-filter against organic vapor 
below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter: Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor and acid gas below PEL.

OPTIONS OF PRODUCTS
Exhalation Valve:Make breathing easier and 
reduce hot air build up.
OV Pre-Filter:Loaded with high performance 
active carbon pre-filter against organic vapor 
below PEL.
OV/AG Pre-Filter: Loaded with high performance 
acid-resistant active carbon pre-filter against 
nuisance organic vapor and acid gas below PEL.

NIOSH N95 APPROVED FOLD-FLAT 
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
Conforms to NIOSH 42 CFR Part 84 standard as 
N95 class, with filtration 95% effective against 
particulate aerosols free of oils.

With foldable design sealed edge avoids open 
layers and eliminates the possibility feel, soft 
edges fit different facial shapes with minimum 
leakage, continuous loop allow to hang the mask 
around the neck when not in use, adjustable 
nosepiece to provide a custom and comfortable 
seal.

Protection against particulate areosols free of oils 
containing the following materials such as calcium 
carbonate, china clay, cement, cellulose, sulfur, 
cotton, flour, carbon, ferrous metals, hard wood, 
coal, iron ore, aluminum, free silica, bacteria 
andmycobacterium tuberculosis(T.B.).

Recommended applications:textile industry, craft 
work, iron andsteel industry, mining, 
underground civil engineering, woodworking, 
hospital, laboratory, and disease control....etc.
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Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, non- irritating to the skin, soft 
flexible nosebridge for a custom seal. Protection against non-toxic particles and 
nuisance dusts, such as workshop, cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, etc. 
BFE (Bacteria Filtration Efficiency) up to 99.9% at 3.6 micron particle size.

SE1230 NON-TOXIC PARTICLE MASK

Soft, airy and lightweight non-woven fabric, with 
stretchable elastic provides a comfortable fit and ensure 
the beards won't fall into the work place for safety and 
cleanliness. One size fits all.
Color: White, Blue and Green 

SE1233 Beard Cover

Elasticity, disposable, lightweight, odorless, non-irritating 
to the skin. Protection against Non-toxic particles and 
nuisance dust, such as workshop, cleaning, pollen, 
gardening, farm Work, etc.
Loops around ear for a snug and comfortable fit.

SE1234 ELASTIC FACE MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection against 
non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as clean 
room, workshop cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, 
etc.
High 98.8% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) at 3.1 
micron for protection against airborne particles, splashes 
of blood and saliva for dental procedures and other 
surgery/operation. 

SE1238 
EYE SHIELD TIE-ON SURGICAL MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection against 
non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as clean room, 
workshop, cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, etc.High 
98.8% BFE (Bacteria Filtration Efficiency) at 3.1 micron for 
protection against airborne particles, splashes of blood and 
saliva for dental procedures and other surgery/operation.
Color: Blue, Pink, Green

SE1236 EAR-LOOP MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating, fluid resistant, with
active carbon for protection against bad odor and organic 
vapours below the OEL.

SE1237 
PLEATED ACTIVE CARBON MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection 
against non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as 
clean room, workshop, cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm 
work, etc. High 98.8% BFE (Bacteria Filtration Efficiency) 
at 3.1 micron for protection against airborne particles, 
splashes of blood and saliva for dental procedures and 
other surgery/operation. 
Color: Blue, Pink, Green

SE1239 TIE-ON SURGICAL MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection against 
non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as clean room, 
workshop cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, etc. High 
98.8% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) at 3.1 micron for 
protection against airborne particles, splashes of blood and 
saliva for dental procedures and other surgery/operation.
With wraparound clear shield offers great protection from 
splashes.

SE1235 EYE SHIELD EAR-LOOP MASK

Electronics industry

Hospitals

Pharmaceutical 

Factory

Chemical Industry 

Laboratory

Timber Industry

Cutting/ Casting

Sanding Grinding

Agriculture Animal 

Husbandry

Mining Quarrying

Textile Industry

Architecture

Insulating materials

Automobile Industry

Shipbuilding 

Industry

Recommended

Respirators

Cone Type

Foldable Type

Welding Soldering

Phthisis SARS

Medicinal Powder

Chemical Solid

Chemical Liquor

Softwood

Hardwood

Oxyacetylene 

Cutting

Metal dust

Chrome-plating

Pesticide

Handling Cereals 

Animal Feed

Quartzite

Silicon

Granite

Sandstone

Limestone

Cotton

Brisk/tile

Fiber Glass Asbestos

Polishing

Painting

Welding

Oxyacetylene

Cutting

Welding

Oxyacetylene

Cutting

Polishing
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Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, non- irritating to the skin, soft 
flexible nosebridge for a custom seal. Protection against non-toxic particles and 
nuisance dusts, such as workshop, cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, etc. 
BFE (Bacteria Filtration Efficiency) up to 99.9% at 3.6 micron particle size.

SE1230 NON-TOXIC PARTICLE MASK

Soft, airy and lightweight non-woven fabric, with 
stretchable elastic provides a comfortable fit and ensure 
the beards won't fall into the work place for safety and 
cleanliness. One size fits all.
Color: White, Blue and Green 

SE1233 Beard Cover

Elasticity, disposable, lightweight, odorless, non-irritating 
to the skin. Protection against Non-toxic particles and 
nuisance dust, such as workshop, cleaning, pollen, 
gardening, farm Work, etc.
Loops around ear for a snug and comfortable fit.

SE1234 ELASTIC FACE MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection against 
non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as clean 
room, workshop cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, 
etc.
High 98.8% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) at 3.1 
micron for protection against airborne particles, splashes 
of blood and saliva for dental procedures and other 
surgery/operation. 

SE1238 
EYE SHIELD TIE-ON SURGICAL MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection against 
non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as clean room, 
workshop, cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, etc.High 
98.8% BFE (Bacteria Filtration Efficiency) at 3.1 micron for 
protection against airborne particles, splashes of blood and 
saliva for dental procedures and other surgery/operation.
Color: Blue, Pink, Green

SE1236 EAR-LOOP MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating, fluid resistant, with
active carbon for protection against bad odor and organic 
vapours below the OEL.

SE1237 
PLEATED ACTIVE CARBON MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection 
against non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as 
clean room, workshop, cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm 
work, etc. High 98.8% BFE (Bacteria Filtration Efficiency) 
at 3.1 micron for protection against airborne particles, 
splashes of blood and saliva for dental procedures and 
other surgery/operation. 
Color: Blue, Pink, Green

SE1239 TIE-ON SURGICAL MASK

Disposable, lightweight, odorless, fiberglass free, 
non-irritating to the skin, fluid resistant. Protection against 
non-toxic particles and nuisance dust, such as clean room, 
workshop cleaning, pollen, gardening, farm work, etc. High 
98.8% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) at 3.1 micron for 
protection against airborne particles, splashes of blood and 
saliva for dental procedures and other surgery/operation.
With wraparound clear shield offers great protection from 
splashes.

SE1235 EYE SHIELD EAR-LOOP MASK

Electronics industry

Hospitals

Pharmaceutical 

Factory

Chemical Industry 

Laboratory

Timber Industry

Cutting/ Casting

Sanding Grinding

Agriculture Animal 

Husbandry

Mining Quarrying

Textile Industry

Architecture

Insulating materials

Automobile Industry

Shipbuilding 

Industry

Recommended

Respirators

Cone Type

Foldable Type

Welding Soldering

Phthisis SARS

Medicinal Powder

Chemical Solid

Chemical Liquor

Softwood

Hardwood

Oxyacetylene 

Cutting

Metal dust

Chrome-plating

Pesticide

Handling Cereals 

Animal Feed

Quartzite

Silicon

Granite

Sandstone

Limestone

Cotton

Brisk/tile

Fiber Glass Asbestos

Polishing

Painting

Welding

Oxyacetylene

Cutting

Welding

Oxyacetylene

Cutting

Polishing
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EN140

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridges sold separately.

SE1540 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Wide flange design, soft nosepiece with rolled edges 
provide more secure seal around nose and mouth area. 
Cradle-suspension adjusts easily for a secure and 
comfortable fit.

Compliance:

SE1542 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR
Unique design for economy, single cartridge, with soft 
durable pliable rubber facepiece, durable elastic 
adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1570 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridge sold separately.

SE1550 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR
Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a 
roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1571 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Wide flange design, soft nosepiece with rolled edges 
provide more secure seal around nose and month area.
Cradle-Suspension adjusts easily for a secure and 
comfortable fit, and the Bayonet fitting system ensures 
that the cartridges can be fitted precisely and quickly.

SE1552 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Unique design for economy, single cartridge, with soft 
durable pliable rubber facepiece, durable elastic 
adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1572 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber 
facepiece, durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep 
chin cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy 
exhaling.
Cartridges sold separately.

SE1510 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber 
facepiece, cradle suspension headstrap adjust easily 
for a secure fit, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridges sold separately.

SE1512 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber 
facepiece, durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep 
chin cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy 
exhaling.Cartridges sold separately.

SE1511 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a 
roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridge sold separately.

SE1520 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
cradle suspension headstrap adjust easily for a secure fit, 
deep chin cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy 
exhaling.Cartridge sold separately.

SE1522 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a 
roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1521 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Half-mask Respirators
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EN140

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridges sold separately.

SE1540 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Wide flange design, soft nosepiece with rolled edges 
provide more secure seal around nose and mouth area. 
Cradle-suspension adjusts easily for a secure and 
comfortable fit.

Compliance:

SE1542 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR
Unique design for economy, single cartridge, with soft 
durable pliable rubber facepiece, durable elastic 
adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1570 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridge sold separately.

SE1550 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR
Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a 
roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1571 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Wide flange design, soft nosepiece with rolled edges 
provide more secure seal around nose and month area.
Cradle-Suspension adjusts easily for a secure and 
comfortable fit, and the Bayonet fitting system ensures 
that the cartridges can be fitted precisely and quickly.

SE1552 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Unique design for economy, single cartridge, with soft 
durable pliable rubber facepiece, durable elastic 
adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1572 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber 
facepiece, durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep 
chin cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy 
exhaling.
Cartridges sold separately.

SE1510 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber 
facepiece, cradle suspension headstrap adjust easily 
for a secure fit, deep chin cup for a roomy, 
comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridges sold separately.

SE1512 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Dual cartridges, with soft durable pliable rubber 
facepiece, durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep 
chin cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy 
exhaling.Cartridges sold separately.

SE1511 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a 
roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Cartridge sold separately.

SE1520 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
cradle suspension headstrap adjust easily for a secure fit, 
deep chin cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy 
exhaling.Cartridge sold separately.

SE1522 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR

Single cartridge, with soft durable pliable rubber facepiece, 
durable elastic adjustable headbands, deep chin cup for a 
roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling. Cartridge sold 
separately.

SE1521 HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR
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EN14387

EN143

 EN14387

Anti organic vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 47H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571.

SE151A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

For paint spray, anti organic vapors of low 
toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70 X 47H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE151B 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti inorganic vapors and acid gas of
low toxicity. Size: 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and
SE1570.

SE152A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti acid gas of low toxicity.
Size: 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and
SE1570.

SE152B 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti ammonia vapors of low toxicity.
Size: 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, 1520 and SE1570

SE152C 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti organic vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153E 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti organic vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and SE1570

SE153A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti dust, mist, fumes.
Size: Ø 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and SE1570.

SE153B 
DUST CARTRIDGE

Anti organic vapors and for paint spray 
of low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 78X23H(mm).
Used for Se1510, SE1520 and SE1570

SE153C 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Non-woven fabric dust pad.
Used for SE1510, SE1520, SE1570 and 
SE1572.

SE153D 
REFILL FILTER

Anti dust, mist and fumes.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153F 
DUST CARTRIDGE

Anti organic and for paint spray of low 
toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153G 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti inorganic vapors and acid gas of 
low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153H 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti acid gas of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571 

SE153J 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti ammonia vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153K 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

For organic vapours and gases.

Compliance:

SE154A A1 CARTRIDGE

For lnorganic gases and vapors

SE154B B1 CARTRIDGE

Non-woven fabric dust pad, used for 
SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, SE1522 and 
SE1571

SE153N 
REFILL FILTER

For Acid gases and vapors

Compliance: 

SE154E E1 CARTRIDGE

For ammonia and organic ammonia 
derivatives

SE154K K1 CARTRIDGE

For dust, mist, fibres and fumes 
protection against non-toxic and 
low-to-average toxicity aerosols.

Compliance:

SE154P P2 CARTRIDGE

Neoprene material with five-point head harness, deep 
chin cup and roomy nose cup, ensures ad comfortable, 
custom, non-slip and easy breathing.
Large polycarbonate lens offer a wide field of view.
Cartridge excluded.

SE1595 Full-Face Respirator

Single cartridge ,light weight with soft durable silicone 
face piece. Power air supply, with high/low switches 
delivers and continuous flow of purified air, deep chin 
cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Good for wood working, grinding, welding, paint 
spray, insecticide spray, etc.

SE1590 Power Half-Mask Respirator

POWER AIR SUPPLY

Motor:DC 3.6-6 Volt,250mA/h,
high/low adjustment.
2A batteries 4pcs.

Cartridge for 
SE1590

Easy adjustable headband, deep chin cup 
and side seal flange.

High / Low switch with belt clip

Half-mask Respirators/
Chemical Cartridge 
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EN14387

EN143

 EN14387

Anti organic vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 47H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571.

SE151A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

For paint spray, anti organic vapors of low 
toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70 X 47H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE151B 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti inorganic vapors and acid gas of
low toxicity. Size: 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and
SE1570.

SE152A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti acid gas of low toxicity.
Size: 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and
SE1570.

SE152B 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti ammonia vapors of low toxicity.
Size: 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, 1520 and SE1570

SE152C 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti organic vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153E 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti organic vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and SE1570

SE153A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti dust, mist, fumes.
Size: Ø 78X23H(mm).
Used for SE1510, SE1520 and SE1570.

SE153B 
DUST CARTRIDGE

Anti organic vapors and for paint spray 
of low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 78X23H(mm).
Used for Se1510, SE1520 and SE1570

SE153C 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Non-woven fabric dust pad.
Used for SE1510, SE1520, SE1570 and 
SE1572.

SE153D 
REFILL FILTER

Anti dust, mist and fumes.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153F 
DUST CARTRIDGE

Anti organic and for paint spray of low 
toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153G 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti inorganic vapors and acid gas of 
low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153H 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti acid gas of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571 

SE153J 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Anti ammonia vapors of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70 X 34H(mm).
Used for SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, 
SE1522 and SE1571

SE153K 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

For organic vapours and gases.

Compliance:

SE154A A1 CARTRIDGE

For lnorganic gases and vapors

SE154B B1 CARTRIDGE

Non-woven fabric dust pad, used for 
SE1511, SE1512, SE1521, SE1522 and 
SE1571

SE153N 
REFILL FILTER

For Acid gases and vapors

Compliance: 

SE154E E1 CARTRIDGE

For ammonia and organic ammonia 
derivatives

SE154K K1 CARTRIDGE

For dust, mist, fibres and fumes 
protection against non-toxic and 
low-to-average toxicity aerosols.

Compliance:

SE154P P2 CARTRIDGE

Neoprene material with five-point head harness, deep 
chin cup and roomy nose cup, ensures ad comfortable, 
custom, non-slip and easy breathing.
Large polycarbonate lens offer a wide field of view.
Cartridge excluded.

SE1595 Full-Face Respirator

Single cartridge ,light weight with soft durable silicone 
face piece. Power air supply, with high/low switches 
delivers and continuous flow of purified air, deep chin 
cup for a roomy, comfortable seal and easy exhaling.
Good for wood working, grinding, welding, paint 
spray, insecticide spray, etc.

SE1590 Power Half-Mask Respirator

POWER AIR SUPPLY

Motor:DC 3.6-6 Volt,250mA/h,
high/low adjustment.
2A batteries 4pcs.

Cartridge for 
SE1590

Easy adjustable headband, deep chin cup 
and side seal flange.

High / Low switch with belt clip
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To filter out odors, dust and 
mist. Used for SE1271 and 
SE1281.

PE frame, soft sponge, 
washable and reusable, single 
layer for protection against 
dust.

SE1210
SPONGE MASK

PE frame, soft sponge, 
washable and reusable, double 
layers sponge inserted with 
active carbon filter protection 
against toxic dust and filter out 
odors.

SE1211
ACTIVE CARBON
SPONGE MASK

Soft sponge, washable and 
reusable, light duty for 
protection against dust.

SE1212
SPONGE MASK

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber. With active carbon filter 
protection against toxic dust 
and filter out odors. Active 
carbon filter is replaceable.

SE1221
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER MASK

To filter out odors and dust.
Used for SE1211.

SE 121A
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER

Non-woven fabric, for 
protection against dust and 
mist. Used for SE1220.

SE 122A
REFILL FILTER

Non-woven fabric, for 
protection against dust and 
mist. Used for SE1270 and 
SE1280

SE 127A
REFILL FILTER

To filter out odors, dust and 
mist. Used for SE1221.

SE 122B
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER

SE 127B
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber, for protection against 
dust and mist. Filter is 
replaceable.

SE1270
FILTER MASK

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber. With active carbon filter 
protection against toxic dust 
and filter out odors.
Active carbon filter is 
replaceable .

SE1271
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER MASK

PE frame covered by 
polyester fiber for 
protection against dust and 
mist. Filter is replaceable.

SE1280
FILTER MASK

PE frame covered by 
polyester fiber. With active 
carbon filter protection 
against toxic dust and filter 
out odors. Active carbon 
filter is replaceable.

SE1281
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER MASK

Against acid gas and inorganic vapors of 
low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Against paint spray and organic vapors of 
low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and 1550

SE156B 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Against dust, mist, fumes and asbestos.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156C 
DUST CARTRIDGE

Against organic vapours, mists and
fumes of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156D 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Against acid gas of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156E 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

For agricultural sprays.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156F 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Non-woven fabric dust pad.
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156N 
REFILL FILTER

Anti dust, mist and fumes.
Size: Ø 70X15H(mm).
Used for SE1572

SE157B
DUST CARTRIDGE

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber, for protection against 
dust and mist. Filter is 
replaceable.

SE1220
FILTER MASK

SE122B
SE127B

SE122A
SE127A

For dust, mist, fibres and fumes, 
protection against non-toxic and 
low-to-average toxicity aerosols used 
for SE1552 respirator only.

Compliance:

EN14387

EN143

For organic vapours and gases used 
for SE1552 respirator only.

Compliance:

SE155A A1 CARTRIDGE

For lnorganic gases and vapors used 
for SE1552 respirator only.

SE155B B1 CARTRIDGE

For Acid gases and vapors used for 
SE1552 respirator only.

SE155E E1 CARTRIDGE

For ammonia and organic ammonia 
derivatives used for SE1552 
respirator only.

SE155K K1 CARTRIDGE

SE155P P2 CARTRIDGE

Chemical Cartridge/
Filter Masks 
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To filter out odors, dust and 
mist. Used for SE1271 and 
SE1281.

PE frame, soft sponge, 
washable and reusable, single 
layer for protection against 
dust.

SE1210
SPONGE MASK

PE frame, soft sponge, 
washable and reusable, double 
layers sponge inserted with 
active carbon filter protection 
against toxic dust and filter out 
odors.

SE1211
ACTIVE CARBON
SPONGE MASK

Soft sponge, washable and 
reusable, light duty for 
protection against dust.

SE1212
SPONGE MASK

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber. With active carbon filter 
protection against toxic dust 
and filter out odors. Active 
carbon filter is replaceable.

SE1221
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER MASK

To filter out odors and dust.
Used for SE1211.

SE 121A
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER

Non-woven fabric, for 
protection against dust and 
mist. Used for SE1220.

SE 122A
REFILL FILTER

Non-woven fabric, for 
protection against dust and 
mist. Used for SE1270 and 
SE1280

SE 127A
REFILL FILTER

To filter out odors, dust and 
mist. Used for SE1221.

SE 122B
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER

SE 127B
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber, for protection against 
dust and mist. Filter is 
replaceable.

SE1270
FILTER MASK

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber. With active carbon filter 
protection against toxic dust 
and filter out odors.
Active carbon filter is 
replaceable .

SE1271
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER MASK

PE frame covered by 
polyester fiber for 
protection against dust and 
mist. Filter is replaceable.

SE1280
FILTER MASK

PE frame covered by 
polyester fiber. With active 
carbon filter protection 
against toxic dust and filter 
out odors. Active carbon 
filter is replaceable.

SE1281
ACTIVE CARBON 
FILTER MASK

Against acid gas and inorganic vapors of 
low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156A 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Against paint spray and organic vapors of 
low toxicity. 
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and 1550

SE156B 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Against dust, mist, fumes and asbestos.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156C 
DUST CARTRIDGE

Against organic vapours, mists and
fumes of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156D 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Against acid gas of low toxicity.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156E 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

For agricultural sprays.
Size: Ø 70X30H(mm).
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156F 
CHEMICAL CARTRIDGE

Non-woven fabric dust pad.
Used for SE1540 and SE1550

SE156N 
REFILL FILTER

Anti dust, mist and fumes.
Size: Ø 70X15H(mm).
Used for SE1572

SE157B
DUST CARTRIDGE

PE frame covered by polyester 
fiber, for protection against 
dust and mist. Filter is 
replaceable.

SE1220
FILTER MASK

SE122B
SE127B

SE122A
SE127A

For dust, mist, fibres and fumes, 
protection against non-toxic and 
low-to-average toxicity aerosols used 
for SE1552 respirator only.

Compliance:

EN14387

EN143

For organic vapours and gases used 
for SE1552 respirator only.

Compliance:

SE155A A1 CARTRIDGE

For lnorganic gases and vapors used 
for SE1552 respirator only.

SE155B B1 CARTRIDGE

For Acid gases and vapors used for 
SE1552 respirator only.

SE155E E1 CARTRIDGE

For ammonia and organic ammonia 
derivatives used for SE1552 
respirator only.

SE155K K1 CARTRIDGE

SE155P P2 CARTRIDGE
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